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The sample used for evaporative cooling system is Fabric defender 750 with Shelltite 

finish. From the experimental data and equations we have diffusion coefficient of 20.9 ± 3.71 x 

10-6 m2/s  for fabric with one layer with 17%-20% fluctuations from the theory, 27.8 ± 4.5 x 10-6 

m2/s for fabric with two layers with 6%-14% fluctuations from the theory and 24.9 ± 4.1 x  10-6 

m2/s for fabric with three layers with 13%-16% fluctuations from the theory. Since the thickness 

of the fabric increases so the mass transport rate decreases so the mass transport resistance 

should be increases. The intrinsic mass resistances of Fabri-1L, Fabri-2L and Fabri-3L are 

respectively 104 ± 10.2 s/m, 154 ± 23 s/m and 206 ± 26 s/m from the experiment.  
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CHAPTER 1 

OVERVIEW 

1.1   Introduction 

In this thesis apparatus of evaporative cooling test, used to obtain thermal properties 

of porous media (like fabric and membrane) such as mass transfer rate, mass resistance 

and diffusion confident has been rebuilt partially and some new components and parts 

have been designed and also made for that. Moreover, some new measuring devices for 

apparatus have been selected. In addition, after rebuilding, apparatus has been used to 

achieve some thermal properties of a specific fabric that used in industry. Finally, effects 

of some epoxies have been evaluated on some membranes used in industry. 

1.2   Heat and Mass Transport Definition 

Mass transfer is the transportation of mass from high concentration to low 

concentration. There are several applications for mass transfer in diverse fields such as 

mechanical and chemical engineering, biology, physics, and chemistry. Also there is 

variety of processes in which the mass transfer is engaged. For instance, humidification, 

distillation, absorption and desorption, sublimation and some other processes can be 

mentioned where the mass transfer is involved. By applying the mass transfer coefficient 

and proper calculations the amount of mass transfer can be computed. Mass transfer 

coefficient can be defined as follows: 
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J= -D � �C/��                                                                                                   Equation1.1 

In which �����	
� � ���� is the mass flux, ����������	
��� is Diffusivity, C (amount of 

substance / volume) is concentration difference and finally X (length) which passes on to 

the distance that the item is diffusing [1]. For the fluid without any motion mass transfer 

occurs through entirely molecular diffusion which is caused by concentration gradients. 

However, mass transfer occurs in a moving fluid via both convective motion and 

molecular diffusion. The channel of thermal energy from a hot substance to a cold one is 

called heat transfer. When a material, for instance solid or liquid, is in a diverse 

temperature than another substance or its surroundings, heat transfer takes place which 

ends up in thermal equilibrium of a substance and its surroundings. As a consequence of 

second law of thermodynamics, heat transfer happens from a hot material to a colder one 

all the time. 

1.3   Evaporative Cooling System and Porous Media Applications 

The combination of the evaporative cooling system and porous media has a several 

useful applications in human life. Porous media itself has many usages in industry, army, 

medicine, sports and also space science. Studies around mass transporter via porous 

media seriously have been started by E.L Cussler, et al. (1997) [2] and after that has been 

continued by McCullough, et al. in human comfort area [3]. One of the applications of 

porous media is in firefighting field. In this area with controlling pore size of the 

firefighter cloth and using advanced materials making light and comfort fabric is possible 

to protect the firefighter against heat during their performance time. For instance there are 
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some advanced porous fabric with controlled pore diameter and also added carbon fiber 

to make a condition for firefighter to stay for a tolerance time between 5 - 20 seconds in 

the temperature of 1832°F (1000°C) and radiant flux of 2.50 (������� � ���) in 

emergency case [4]. Moreover, other application of porous fabric in firefighting area is 

protect firefighter against chemical and poison gas, powder and liquid and also soot and 

ash. Theses mentioned things are dangerous for firefighter and also decrees the level of 

their vision. Since ash and soot are so porous so attend to attract other chemical particles 

consequently are used in the combination of the firefighter cloth as carbon fabrics first to 

absorb the soot and ash created by fire then after getting saturation resale them and 

protect firefighter against asphyxia [5]. 

Another application of the porous material such as fabric or membrane is filtration for 

both gas and liquid. Having large level of mechanical strength and resistance against 

corrosion are two reasons to use theses porous materials for filtration and clean ability. 

They can be used as turbidity and pathogen removal, seawater desalination, catalyst 

recovery filters (petrochemical plants), polymer filters to test molten materials and also 

remove of NOM (natural organic matters) from tap water [6]. NOM should be detached 

of water since have precursor complex which shape health-related disinfection-by-

products (DBPs) [7]. Furthermore, porous materials are proper to filter wastewater and in 

compression with sand, their efficiency are more base on the time spending for filtration 

that is less than sands and also less space is needed for membranes to apply [8]. One of 

the advanced membranes for use in filtration (such as oil, water, chemical liquid) is 

MIKROTEX ® membrane by MIKROPUL Company. MIKROTEX ® membrane 
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combination is included PTEE (polytetrafluorocthylene) resin that can be stable up to 

temperature of 550°F (287°C) and in this temperature its chemical properties will be stay 

fix. It has some properties that make it proper as filter such as improved emission control, 

high level of air flow and low level of pressure drop. Mikrotex ® membrane can be used 

in reverse air, pulse-jet and also can be added to woven and felted filter as thermal barrier 

[9]. Porous media materials, these days also have been penetrated in metal parts area as 

flow control, filtration, dispersion and finally to make complicated form of mechanical 

components. Making porous metal that typically is manufactured by powder has several 

advantages like having long life, high level of strength, homogenous porosity and finally 

size of pore (Figure 1.3), density, surface characteristics, thermal conductivity and also 

combination of the made metal for any desired application can be controllable. Another 

application for porous materials is usage in military. It can be used for solders cloth to 

protect them against bad weather condition such as being in desert or high humid area, 

fire and being in chemical environment. Their cloth with different layer of membrane and 

also with different pore size can perform like a filter to protect their body against external 

ingratiate and also their body can easily sweat. Furthermore, in some conditions can 

protect person against cold. In addition, porous materials such as fabrics and membranes 

have a wide use in sports. In some specific sports like marathon or climbing athletes rule 

of the cloth is very important. For example in marathon they have to run for hours and 

their bodies extremely sweat so wearing a proper cloth included pours media with 

controlled pore size and also specific thermal resistance help them to perform better [10]. 
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Figure 1.1. Different pore sizes for same metal porous martial consequent different 
materials with different properties [10]. 

�

Also medicine is a field that usage of membrane can be found in it widely. For 

instance there is deformable and filterable membrane, human amniotic membrane that is 

used as injured corona a thin layer that protects and performs vision in eye. It would so 

important to know about permeability, pore size, flow rate, transparency, thermal 

properties, mass transfer and material of a membrane that is used instead of corona since 

that membrane will control the amount of coming light into the eye and also the blood 

and water stream flow rate  . Human amniotic membrane firstly has been use in 1910 

[11]. It has widely range of use such as being a substitution of burn skin, abdominal 

wound. 

As it mentioned porous media materials have a wide range of use in cutting edge 

technology so it would be so important to know about their properties and also methods 

of measuring their properties. For each mentioned property there is a method with its 

uncertainty propagation. For example, to know about porosity of a porous material 

porosimeter is used and for obtaining mechanical properties such as elastic modulus or 

hardness Nanoindentation is used. In addition, next to the mechanical properties, thermal 

properties of the porous materials are also significant. There are several methods to 
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achieve thermal properties materials that evaporative cooling system is one of them. 

Evaporative cooling system used in this thesis originally designed and built by Matthew 

J. Traum (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). In this thesis evaporative cooling 

system has been rebuilt and some new components have been added and also some parts 

of that have been optimized such as humidifier, heat exchanger and some measuring 

devices. Some parameters of the membranes or fabrics with different materials and 

thicknesses like mass transfer rate, diffusion coefficient and mass resistance with high 

accuracy can be obtained by this method and also the apparatus can model the human 

body sweating which is very important for life of human kind. 

1.4   Human Body Sweating and Its Mechanism 

Sweating is raised of a liquid from skin of mammals by sweat glands. That liquid is 

included water salt and other chemical materials. There are two kinds of sweetening: 

insensible perspiration and active sweating. Sweating is on the necessary mechanisms for 

human body since has two main benefits. Firstly, by sweating the liquid from the skin 

many harmful components are raised from the body and secondly body can be cooled by 

sweat evaporation from the skin and that’s way in hot weather since body gets warm so 

mechanism of sweating work more to reduce the temperature of the body [12]. In a 

normal day for a normal person the rate of sweating is 1 Liter/day and in a hot weather 

like desert, is around 12 Liter per day. Since sweating is necessary for the life, parameters 

related to it are important. One of the most important parameters is type of cloth over the 

skin. Base on cloth structure like porosity, thickness, mass resistance and so on the speed 
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of sweating is different so it would be important selecting a proper cloth to have comfort 

sweating. There are several methods to obtain sweating range and one of them is thermal 

manikin. This method is used to evaluate clothing thermal comfort and also can simulate 

human perspiration. Furthermore, it can find thermal insulation of cloth and also moisture 

vapor resistance in the same time [13]. 

1.5    Project Objectives 

Objectives of this project are included: 

1- Making new membrane/thermocouple stand to install easier thermocouple wire on the 

membrane. 

2- Evaluation of capability of some selected epoxies and membrane. 

3- Designing and making Ring with Ring holder to mount membrane on the chamber 

easier. 

4- Redesign heat exchanger. 

5- Design a new humidity maker (humidifier) for the apparatus. 

6- Specify new level (scale) to weight the mass transfer rate. 

7- Specify new thermocouple reader to obtain the temperature. 

8- Finding mass transport rate of the Fabric (Defender ® 750). 

9- Calculation of the diffusion coefficient of the Fabric (Defender ® 750). 

10- Calculation of the intrinsic mass transport resistance of the Fabric (Defender ® 750) 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1   First Law of Thermodynamics 

Added energy value with applying heat in the system minus the value of energy that 

is goes for work by the system on its environs is equal to the increasing of the system 

internal energy or in other words, difference between total energy entering the system and 

total energy leaving the system is equal to heat transfer to the system minus work done by 

system (Equation 2.1). 

�Q - �W = �E                                                                                                  (Equation2.1) 

Where �Q (J) is added heat to the system, �W (J) is the work done by the system and �E 

(J) is internal energy increasing of the system. First law can be written as a differential 

term in which �W is equal to �� �� that P is pressure and V is volume. Furthermore, �Q 

is equal to �� �� that T is temperature and S is entropy. After plugging these parameters 

into the (Equation 2.1), differential term for first law of thermodynamics will be obtained 

[14]. 

�� ���  �� �� ! �E                                                                                        (Equation 2.2) 
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2.2    Second Law of Thermodynamics 

Generally speaking, second law of thermodynamics says that processes occur in a 

certain direction, not in any direction. A process will not occur unless it satisfies either 

the first and second law of thermodynamics or in other words when a process can be 

taken place in a system that specific system raises the world total entropy. There are some 

different statements of second law of thermodynamics such as Kelvin statement and 

Clausius statement. Kelvin statement was express by William Thomas Kelvin (1824-

1907) and it says transferring heat into work cannot be done completely so having an 

engine with 100 % cannot be possible thermodynamically. Clausius statement has been 

express by Rudolf Julius Clausius (1822-1888) and says without reason heat cannot 

stream from a lower temperature to upper temperature. Second law of thermodynamics 

has application and also definition specifically in refrigerators, heat engines and entropy. 

For example in entropy, second law says entropy will improve or stay the same in any 

system of cycle [14]. 

2.3   Fick’s Law       

In order to explain diffusion and also solve the diffusion coefficient (D), Fick’s law of 

diffusion is applied by Adolf Fick in 1855. 

2.3.1 First Law of Fick’s 

In steady-state diffusion, where there is no change with respect to time in 

concentration inside the diffusion volume, Fick’s first law is employed: 
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" !  # $%$&                                                                                                        (Equation 2.3) 

The term (  $%$& ) in one-dimensional diffusion indicates the driving force. However,  $%$& 
is the concentration gradient for ideal combinations. For chemical systems with non-ideal 

combinations or solutions, the gradient of chemical potential of type determines the 

diffusion’s driving force. Therefore, the Fick’s first law can be written in the following 

form: 

"' !  ()*+, $-$&*                                                                                                   (Equation 2.4) 

That C ./01/2 3 is concentration, R 4 56�/017 is universal gas constant, T .83 is absolute 

temperature, 9�. 5/013 is chemical potential and i index determines the :;< type. This 

equation can be also expressed by using�=, the gradient, in two or more dimensions cases 

as follows: 

" !  #=%                                                                                                       (Equation 2.5) 

In which "� 4/01/>�?7 is diffusion flux that determines the quantity of matter that goes through 

a small region during a small time gap. #� 4/>? 7 is diffusivity or diffusion coefficient, 

%�./01/2 3 is concentration (ideal mixture case) and x [m] is distance [1]. 
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2.3.2 Second Law of Fick’s 

The way in which the concentration is modified with time can be expressed by Fick’s 

second law [1]: 

$%$; ! # $>%$&>                                                                                                       (Equation 2.6) 

That %�./01/2 3 is concentration, t [s] is time, #� 4/>? 7 is diffusivity or diffusion coefficient 

and X [m] is distance. From Fick’s first law (Equation 2.3) the following term can be 

written: 

$%$; !  $$& " ! $$& @# $$& %A                                                                               (Equation 2.7) 

If assumed the diffusivity (D) as a constant value, the above equation can be written in a 

following form: 

$$& @# $$& %A ! # $$& $$& % ! # $>%$&>                                                                     (Equation 2.8) 

The second Fick’s law for two or more dimensions case is: 

$%$; ! #=�%                                                                                                      (Equation 2.9) 

With non-constant diffusivity (D), which depends on concentration and coordinate, the 

Fick’s second law is written as: 

$%$; ! =� �#=%�                                                                                               (Equation 2.10) 
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2.4   Knudsen Number    

Knudsen number is an amount of flow’s rarefaction. Based on Knudsen number 

several flow regimes can be sorted. It can be defined as follows [15]: 

8B ! CD                                                                                                          (Equation 2.11) 

That E is molecules’ mean free path (m) and L is characteristic dimension (m). Knudsen 

number does not have a unit. If Kn number is smaller 0.1 the liquid can be consider as a 

continuous medium and also a  macroscopic approach should be evaluated and if Kn 

number is bigger than 10 some microscopic approach is required and finally in Kn 

number between 0.1 and 10 slip flow phenomena can be seem. 

2.5   Reynolds’s Number 

The ratio of shear stress @-FD A and dynamic pressure �GH�� defines a non-dimensional 

parameter which is called Reynolds’s number by Osborne Reynolds in1883 [16]. 

I� ! JF>
@KLM A ! JFD- ! FDN                                                                                    (Equation 2.12) 

That G� 4OP/27 is density, u [m/s] is velocity, 9� 4Q?/>7 is dynamic viscosity, L [m] is 

characteristic length and � [����3 is kinematic viscosity. It is utilized to categorize and 

forecast diverse flow regimes like turbulent and laminar flows. Laminar flows, where 

viscous forces are leading take place in at small Reynolds numbers. On the other hand, 

turbulent flows with leading of inertial forces take place at big Reynolds numbers. 
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2.6   Porosity 

Porosity shows the percentage of porous media in the sample. It does not have unit 

since is a fraction void volume to bulk volume of material. The value of that is shown by 

numbers between zero to one. Porosity is a vital factor in modern technology specifically 

in fabrics, membranes, biological tissue and thin films. With control of porosity of a 

materiel the other parameter of that material such as permeability can be controlled. 

Specifically in medicine membrane with controllable porosity can be used as a wall of the 

damaged vessel since vessels control the type of the passing material.  

2.7   Insulation and radiant barriers 

In the real world there are many systems that should be protected against heat leaking 

or they should be protected from heat. Thus, some materials should be found for this 

purpose. Using thermal insulation materials is a way to reduce heat leaking. These 

materials can be used in buildings, clothing and industry. A related unit for thermal 

resistance is R-value (K����R) that shows resistance of a material against heat leaking 

and the bigger number means a better insulation. As it mentioned there are three ways to 

transfer the heat which one of them is radiation. To decrease the heat transfer in this way 

radiant barriers are used. Base on the sort of the material and wavelength of the light 

reflectivity and thermal emissivity of radiant barrier can be changed. Three are two kinds 

of radiant barriers included radiant barrier decking and radiant barriers foil. One of their 

applications is protecting components of space shuttles against sun light expose [17]. 
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2.8   Evaporative Cooling Test Mechanism 

The principle of this test is transfer water vapor through the membrane with small 

pores. This phenomenon is the base of cooling occurrence. The water vapor goes through 

the pores which typically are cylindrical. In the porous media usually there kind of 

diffusion happens: ordinary diffusion, Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion. When the 

pore diameter is enough large and also the gas density is high Fick’s law can be used for 

ordinary diffusion. For membrane with small pore diameter and also low density of gas 

that here in this project is water vapor, during passing gas molecules through the pores 

crash the wall of the pore and then to each other so makes a kind of diffusion called 

Knudsen diffusion [18,19]. 

Surface diffusion happens in a media with very small pore diameter that it can be 

considered as a solid medium. In this kind of diffusion when atoms or molecules move 

through the wall might be absorbed by the wall .The value of the surface diffusion is vey 

smaller than two others diffusion. Base on the above paragraph for sample used in this 

thesis which its pore diameter range is in �
 the surface diffusion is negligible. Thus, the 

total diffusion would be the combination of the ordinary diffusion (�STUVW�XTYZW) and 

Knudsen diffusion (�[\�). Thus, effective diffusivity in membrane which is membrane 

bulk diffusion by using their resistance would be: 

]^_`_abc`def ! � ]^gh i� ]^_`_ajklm                                                                   (Equation 2.13) 
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Which �UZUTn is the diffusion coefficient in membrane (�oVo). As it mentioned �p\ , is 

the Knudson diffusion which comes from the gasses kinetic theory that is related to the 

pore diameter (d) , temperate of the gas in the pours media (T) that here is the average 

temperature of the two side of the membrane and  the molecular weight of water (qr�s): 

�p\ ! tu��v��� � w xyz>{                                                                                (Equation 2.14)                        

Knudson number (|\ ! � �} ) which is dependent to pore diameter (d) and water vapor 

diffusing mean free path in the air (�) for very small pores is |\ >> 1 and for the large 

pores is |\<< 1 [51].��STUVW�XTYZW Which is water vapor diffusion coefficient in the air 

comes from empirical correlation in Mills [20]: 

�STUVW�XTYZW ! ~��u � ~��]� � ,>���>�                                                            (Equation 2.15) 

In which P is in atm (atmospheric pressure), T is in K and �STUVW�XTYZW would be��� �} . 

Now total diffusion coefficient in the porous media have been obtained theoretically 

which in this project is fabric. Base on the Fick’s law, Ohm’s law and (Equation 2.13) we 

can write 1-dimensional steady state mass transport equation:  

�� ! � �����J��J>��+����a��������                                                                                  (Equation 2.16) 

In which G] and G� are the densities of the departure and arrival points for mass 

(8� ��} ), A (���) is area through that mass goes, ��  is the rate of transferred mass 

(8� �} ) and finally �I/�??�;���?�0� is called mass resistance which shows several 
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resistances to ��  between two mentioned points. In the real case of this project it is 

included mass resistance in the down area of the membrane or fabric, the up area of the 

membrane or fabric and membrane mass resistance which the relation between recent one 

and porous median (membrane) diffusion coefficient comes in (Equation 2.17): 

I/�/ ! D�����(�����                                                                                            (Equation 2.17) 

In which � is membrane or fabric porosity that is dimensionless and its value is between 0 

and 1. The value of 0 means that martial has no pore and 1 means all material looks like a 

big pore. Moreover,�� is tortuosity and �oVo is thickness of membrane. 

2.9   Standard Methods to Obtain Water Vapor Permeability of Fabrics  

In textile engineering field there are several methods to measure and obtain water 

vapor permeability through the fabrics. McCullough, et al. [21] collected and evaluated 

some of these methods which are included:  

           1-Sweating Hot Plate Method (ASTM F 1868) 

           2-DMPC Method (ASTM F 2298) 

           3-Desiccant Inverted Cup Method (JIS L 1099)  

           4-Inverted Cup Method (ASTM E 96 BW)  

           5-Upright Cup Method B (ASTM E 96 B) 

In Upright Cup method B (ASTM E 96 B) as it is clear from the (Figure 2.1) the 

order for the instrument is water which is in the container, air, fabric then atmosphere. By 
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this method the water vapor transport rate can be reached with the coefficient of the 

variation of 2.9 %. The used formula for WVTR (water vapor transport rate) is: 

R��I ! � ;}�                                                                                                  (Equation 2.18) 

In which G is weight change, t is time to G happened, A (��) is the area of the test and 

R��I is � �]��. Moreover, ¡ ¢}  is the weight loss per time and in this method since 

there is a gap between fabric and water so the fabric can be dried which is a benefit but 

this method takes time to be done. 

 

Figure 2.1. Upright cup method B (ASTM E 96 B) [21]. 

 

In Inverted Cup method (ASTM E 96 BW) as it is clear from the (Figure 2.2) the 

order of the components are fabric, then water and it means these two have contact so this 

test cannot be proper for dry fabric but it could be useful for wet  fabric. The measuring 

unit is like Upright Cup method B (ASTM E 96 B),�� �]��  and the coefficient of 

variation of this method is 4.3 which is bigger than Upright Cup Method B (ASTM E 96 

B).This method is proper for the waterproof samples which is a weakness for that. 
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Figure 2.2. Inverted cup method (ASTM E 96 BW) [21]. 

 

Third method is Desiccant Inverted Cup method (JIS L 1099) that in mode of transfer 

is water in the cup, PTFE film, fabric, PTFE film and desiccant (Potassium Acetate) 

(Figure 2.3). In this method likes two previous methods water vapor transmission rate is 

obtained with the same measuring unit that is � �]��. Potassium Acetate as a desiccant 

can make 23 % relative humidity on upper side of the fabric. In this method unlike two 

previous methods there is no air layer and also the coefficient of variation is bigger which 

is 6.3 percentage. Desiccant Inverted Cup method (JIS L 1099) takes around 15 min that 

it can be consider as benefit for. Both Desiccant Inverted Cup method and Upright Cup 

method B (ASTM E 96 B) are very linked but Desiccant Inverted Cup method can be run 

faster. 
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Figure 2.3. Desiccant inverted cup method (JIS L 1099) [21]. 

 

The fourth method is Sweating Hot Plate method (ASTM F 1868) that its parameter 

evaluated is evaporative resistance which is unique among previous methods. The 

arrangement of the apparatus is hot plate, water, PTFE film, fabric and atmosphere 

(Figure 2.4). As it mentioned by this test the evaporative resistance of the fabric can be 

reached. This apparatus has a heat controller to control the heat flux and also a water 

reservoir to add the water when the level of water comes down.  

 

Figure 2.4. Sweating hot plate method (ASTM F 1868) [21]. 
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The fundamental equation to calculate resistance (included fabric and air layer) to water 

vapor transfer is given by (Equation 2.19). 

I�£; ! �¤¥�¤¦��§r                                                                                             (Equation 2.19) 

In which ¨ is input of power (W), A plate test area (
�), ©ª is water vapor pressure 

in the surface of plate (Pa) , ©T water vapor pressure in the atmosphere (Pa) and finally 

I�£; is heat transfer resistance of fabric and air (
� Pa R�]).The most important thing 

about this method is calculation of heat transfer resistance through the fabric that 

pervious methods are not able to perform which is the big advantages. The variation 

coefficient for Sweating Hot Plate method (ASTM F 1868) is 5.6 %. The last method that 

here talked about that is DMPC method (ASTM F 2298). DMPC is abbreviation of 

Dynamic moisture permeation cell. With this method user is able to achieve diffusion 

resistance or transmission rate of water vapor via fabric. In this method fabric is located 

between two different areas where one of them is nitrogen with high humidity and the 

other one is low humid nitrogen (Figure 2.5). 

 

Figure 2.5. DMPC method (ASTM F 2298) [21]. 
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In this method the measuring technique for diffusion resistance is � ��]}  that comes 

from (Equation 2.20). 

«v¬®�UZUTn ! � �ō�                                                                                             (Equation 2.20) 

In which «v¬®�UZUTn is total diffusion resistance of the water vapor (� ��]} ), �° is 

difference of logarithm average concentration in two sides of the sample (8� ���} ) and 


�  is water vapor mass flux via fabric (
�� Kg���]). The variation coefficient of the 

DMPC method is 3.2% which is less than all pervious methods expect Upright Cup 

method B (ASTM E 96 B) [21]. 

2.10 Sweating Guarded Hot Plate Test Method 

Sweating Guarded Hot Plate Test Method which is called “skin model” is a method to 

obtain thermal resistance and vapor permeability of fabrics [22]. It is consisting of a hot 

plate in a container to heat the water and due to heat leaking there is a guard around it to 

insulate. Moreover, it has hood that can control the speed of the air flow and also the 

system is included two temperature loggers to read ambient temperature and also 

humidity sensor (Figure 2.6) but the apparatus does not have temperature logger to 

measure temperature of the fabric that it can be consider as a weakness of it. 
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Figure 2.6. Sweating guarded hot plate test method [22]. 

 

The unit for thermal resistance by this method is ����� ±�¢¢} = s/m. There are some 

parameters related to this test such as air speed, air flow turbulence, bubbles and wrinkles 

can affect the measurement. In this method if the speed of the air increases value of the 

thermal resistance decrease. 

2.11 Spatially Resolved Concentration Measurements for Permeability 

In order to determine the permeability of a membrane, a novel method of measuring a 

spatially resolved concentration is applied. In this method, a diode laser absorption 

spectrometer along with a measuring beam which is collimated is present. By using this 

device, the determination of concentration profiles in the surrounding areas of a 

membrane is possible; therefore the flux and diffusion of water vapor can be obtained. 
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For having a quick and accurate permeability measurement without any calibration, laser 

spectrometer is utilized. This is quite a simple instrument and measuring procedure is 

thoroughly automated. Moreover, by using a single-frequency diode laser supply, 

permeability measurement of gases but water vapor is achievable as well. The capability 

of permeability measurement is between ² � ~��³  and ~ � ~��] m���]� during time of 

20-40 s [23]. 
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 CHAPTER 3 

TESTS AND RESULTS 

3.1   Description of Apparatus Components 

The evaporating cooling test has several applications in the scientific fields .One of 

them is making improved and advanced textiles or fabrics to wear for people or athletes 

by changing the pore size of the cloth, thickness or material (Figure 3.1). Controlling the 

size of the pores and thickness are two important factors to manage the sweating over the 

human body. Sweating for human body is extremely valuable since without that living 

will not be possible.  

 

Figure 3.1. A common fabric (Defender ® 750). 

 

In fact, during sweating salty liquid leaves the body and the body will stay cool (Figure 

3.2). Thus, base on the sweating principal water drapes over the body and under the cloth 
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should vapor and goes through the close. Thus, here as it is clear role of the cloth and its 

structure could be very important to guide how sweating acts. 

 

Figure 3.2. A schema of the skin and fabric and sweating performance which is similar to 
the evaporation cooling system. 

 

The evaporative cooling apparatus in this project has three main parts which are 

respectively, gas preparation part, evaporation system and computer (Figure 3.3). Each of 

them has several subdivisions which one by one will consider in this chapter. 

 

Figure 3.3 View of the main apparatus (evaporation cooling system). It has three main 
parts: 1) Gas preparation part 2) Evaporation system 3) Computer. 
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3.1.1 Gas Cylinder 

As it mentioned one of the usage of the evaporative cooling system is simulation of 

the sweating form the human body (Figure 3.2). In the real world and nature blowing 

wind over the body makes sweating easier although its speed is low. Wind speed is one 

important factor which can control many other factors such as metabolic rate, solar heat 

gain, body resistance and sweating .The speed of the wind shouldn’t be more than 4 m/s 

since performance of the sweating will be deranged [24] so for this project the value of 1 

m/s is used. In this project air and nitrogen have been used and also there are some 

reasons behind selecting nitrogen. First of all, it is colorless and odorless .Moreover, its 

density is close to the air 1.251 g/L and easier can be dried and heated to remove the 

humidity. Nitrogen is kept in a cylindrical capsule which has a pressure value to control 

the pressure of the nitrogen since a constant speed of the nitrogen is needed on the top of 

the membrane to have an exact result for the test (Figure 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.4. A view of the pressure valve and nitrogen cylinder. 
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Another method that has been offered in this project and chapter is using air compressor 

instead of nitrogen tank which is more economical and no need to refill any time for an 

each new test. Since a normal tank like (Figure 3.4) can be used for at most three whole 

tests which each of them take around five hours. To select an air compressor the most 

important thing to know is the volume rate of flow ( �́ ). In this project as it is obvious the 

nitrogen or the air flow passes through several different pipes with variable diameters. 

 

Figure 3.5. The route of the nitrogen gas from beginning to the chamber, 1) Brass pipe 2) 
Dryer 3) Heat Exchanger 4) Nozzle.  

 

To simplify for solving and finding the volume rate of flow it is assumed that the 

nitrogen passes through only four different pipes with variable diameters. In the part one 

it passes through the brass pipe with diameter of 6.8 mm and in part two it passes through 

the humidity dryer with diameter of 60 mm. In the parts three and four it goes through 

heat exchanger and nozzle with diameters respectively 26 mm and 1.33 mm (Figure 3.5). 

About the nozzle it has 16 small holes which to simplify all holes has been considered as 
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a one large hole. The following is the calculation of the nozzle area and diameter (Figure 

3.6): 

Number of the nozzle holes = 16 

Diameter of each nozzle hole = 1.33 mm 

Area of each nozzle hole = � ���µ�= � �~�²²���µ = 2.77 ��� 

Total area= 2.77�16 = 44.32 ��� 

Diameter of the new nozzle = 7.51 mm 

 

Figure 3.6. To simplify for finding the exiting volume rate of flow it is assumed all holes 
of the nozzle work as a big hole. 

 

As it is clear from the (Figure 3.7) the group of pipes could be consider as orifices. 

Orifice is a device to measure the flow rate in pipes and its philosophy to determine flow 

rate is base on the changes of diameter and velocity (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.7. A scheme of the rout that nitrogen or air passes from cylinder to the chamber 
(all dimensions are in mm and drawn by Pro/Engineer ® [25]). 

 

The govern equation for orifice meter is [26, 27]: 

�́ ! ¶��·�w >�¸
���a�¹�                                                                                            (Equation 3.1) 

Which ¶��is an orifice discharge coefficient, �·�is the area of the hole,��� is the pressure 

difference between part 1 and 2,�G is the flow density and finally � is � #º  which are 

diameters of the two different pipes.�¶��is a function of » and Reynolds  number (I� !
G#� μ} ) that ����¼�����:�� ´ ·]} . Mostly ¶��comes from the graphs like (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.8. Orifice meter structure [26, 27]. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Orifice meter discharge coefficient [26, 27]. 

 

Here for simplification (Equation 3.1) is changed to: 

�́ ! ¶��w��¤J � ��

w]��½�

½���>
                                                                                      (Equation 3.2) 

Where ·��:��¢ ��diameter of entrance side and ·�� is diameter of exit side. To calculate the 

�́  diameter of each pipe is needed to find area (A). In the Table 3.1 diameters and areas 

of pipes are shown: 
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Diameter Area �]¾Diameter of Brass Pipe = 6.8 mm ·]¾Area of Brass Pipe = 0.000036 �� ��¾Diameter of Dryer Pipe = 60 mm ·�¾Area of Dryer Pipe = 0.0029 �� ��¾Diameter of Heat Exchanger Pipe = 26 
mm 

·�¾Area of Heat Exchanger Pipe = 
0.00053�� �³¾Diameter of Nozzle = 7.51 mm ·³¾Area of Nozzle = 0.000044 �� 

 
Table 3.1. Diameters and areas of the pipes that gas passes through them. 

 

Pressure is another function in orifice main equation. Pressure in the tank (���P) is 

around 200000 Pa that is equal to  �] and the pressure coming out from nozzle is �; .It is 

included (��;/+]� �G�¿��) which ¿ is the speed of the nitrogen or air when comes out from 

the nozzle and ��;/ is the atmospheric pressure and also��; is equal to �³ (Figure 3.10). 

To calculate theÀ� , (Equation 3.2) should be written for each two different and joined 

parts. For part one where is conjunction between humidity dryer and brass pipe can be 

written: 

�́ ! ¶��w�����Á����>�J � ����
w]����½�½>��>

                                                                         (Equation 3.3) 

°��is function of � and � is � �º  . This value for this part comes from (Figure 3.9) that is � 

=�v]�v�  = Â�ÃÂ��= 0.11. 

 

Figure 3.10. A view of different cross sections of gas rout from tank to the chamber. 
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Since in the (Figure 3.9) the smallest number of � is equal to 0.2 so ¶��is read base on the 

�=0.2 which is 0.60.Thus, after plug all known into the (Equation 3.3) the following term 

can be written:  

�́ ! ��Ä�w��]��������¤>�]��Å] �� �������Â
w]��������2Æ����>Ç �>

                                                         (Equation 3.4) 

�́ ! ������È~�É~�Êt�~�²���  ©���                                                           (Equation 3.5) 

The next calculation occurs between dryer and heat exchanger pipes so firstly � should be 

calculated which is, � =�Ë��Ë�  = �ÂÂ��= 0.43 and base on the (Figure 3.9) ¶��is 0.62. After 

plugging all known into the main equation the following term can be written: 

�́ ! °��w��¤>�¤2��
�� ��§2

w]����Ì2Ì>��>
                                                                         (Equation 3.6) 

�́ ! ��Ä�w��¤>�¤2�]��Å] �� �����Å�
w]�������Í2����>Ç� �>

                                                                   (Equation 3.7) 

�́ ! �����²È�É~�Êt�©�  ©���                                                                       (Equation 3.8) 

The last part belongs to the juxtaposition of the heat exchanger and nozzle that the related 

equations come in the (Equation 3.9): 

�́ ! °��w��¤2���¤¹��
�� ��§2

w]����Ì2Ì¹��>
                                                                       (Equation 3.9) 
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And � for this part is � =�v³�v�  = Î�Å]�Â �= 0.28. Base on the � from (Figure 3.9), °��is equal to 

0.6: 

�́ ! ��Ä�w��¤2���¤¹�]��Å] �� �������Â
w]��������2Æ������¹¹�>

                                                              (Equation 3.10) 

�́ ! ������²u �� É~�Êt�©�  ©³��                                                              (Equation 3.11) 

The following is the calculation of the �³=�;Ï 
�³=�;= (��;/+]� �G�Ð��) = (101325+0.5×1.251×�~��) = 101325.625   Pa    (Equation 3.12) 

As it is clear with solving of (Equation 3.5), (Equation 3.8), and (Equation 3.11) �� and 

�� can be found since �]=���P  and �³=�; are known: 

©�= 102237.6 Pa,          ©�=102226.31 Pa 

After finding �� and �� and plugging into the one of these equations (Equation 3.5), 

(Equation 3.8) or (Equation 3.11) �́  can be calculated: 

�́=0.00073 �� �}  = 1.66 CFM 

It means base on this volume of the �́  (the volume rate of flow) selecting an air 

compressor to blow the gas over the chamber would be possible and a compressor with 

the range of flow rate more than 2 CFM (cubic feet per meter) is needed for this test. 
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3.1.2 Humidity Dryer 

Moisture trap is another part of the evaporating cooling apparatus for reduction of 

¨�Ñ and heavy hydrocarbons in the air or nitrogen or other gases with high humidity or 

hydrocarbon content. Selected moisture trap for this projected is SUPELCO ™ (model 

number 23991) which its volume is 750 cc and its dimensions is 45.7 × 6 cm. The 

maximum operating temperature for that is ~��Ò and the maximum operating pressure is 

250 psi (Figure 3.11) [28]. 

 

Figure 3.11. Moisture trap for reduction of ¨�Ñ [28]. 

 

Inside the moisture trap there are many tiny cavities so the pressure of the gas should be 

applied into the trap little by little otherwise opening the pressure valve and sending gas 

by high pressure into the trap may cause explosion of the moisture trap. Thus, to protect 

the trap against this phenomenon a bypass pipe should be added to the trap. 

Consequently, at the beginning gas could goes through the bypass pipe for some seconds 

then by three way value the gas could be lead into the trap slowly (Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12. The moisture trap with bypass pipe. 

 

3.1.3 Heat Exchanger 

As it mentioned the air or nitrogen over the membrane is for simulation real condition 

in the nature which is wind flow over the body that base on the area that human lives the 

temperature of that wind changes. Thus, a device is needed to heat the flow over the 

evaporative chamber to reach to a desirable temperature over the membrane. The best 

device for this purpose is electrical heat exchanger. In the current model of evaporative 

cooling apparatus heat exchanger is included a long pipe where a long electrical element 

has been twisted around the pipe (Figure 3.13). Also it has a temperature controller to 

control the desired temperature that is needed for the test. This controller reaches 

temperature to a desired number exponentially and prevents to reach to a certain 

temperature suddenly. Selected controller in this project is Eurotherm 2116 ™ (PID 

controller) with dimensions of 48W x 48H x 103D mm and operation ambient of 0-55°C 

for temperature and 0-90% RH (noncondensing) for humidity. The temperature controller 
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has been connected by a thermocouple wire one the top of nozzle to sense the desired 

temperature that has been defined for controller. Then the controller can control the 

temperature by changing the voltage [19].  

 

Figure 3.13. The current heat exchanger with temperature controller. 

 

3.1.3.1   Designing New Heat Exchanger 

In suggested heat exchanger the electrical element has been put in the brass pipe 

opposite the current one which is around the pipe. In this case, contact surface between 

electrical elements where is like spring and flow will increase so gas heating time will 

rise too which totally means the efficiency of heat exchanger increase (Figure 3.14). In 

the current heat exchanger the effective area is less than the new heat exchanger since in 

the current heat exchanger the element is twisted around pipe so only half of the rope has 

a common area with the gas but in the new one, electrical element is in the pipe and 

mostly all part of that has contact with the gas.  
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Figure 3.14.  New design of heat exchanger; a) the electrical element like spring is inside 
the pipe b) the large view of the element and pipe. 

 

In current apparatus to control the temperature of heat exchanger a thermocouple is used 

to determine temperature of the nozzle and is installed on the nozzle (Figure 3.15) but in 

the suggested heat exchanger thermocouple wire is installed in the nozzle to determine 

the exact temperature of exiting gas (Figure 3.15). 
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Figure 3.15. In the current design the TC wire is installed on the nozzle (downer shape) 
and in the suggested design the TC wire is installed in the tip of  nozzle (upper shape).  

 

As it is clear from the (Figure 3.16) in the steady state condition when the temperature 

controller shows Ê�Ò which is the recorded temperature by thermocouple wire, the real 

temperature in the tip of the nozzle that is true temperature that is needed is around�ÊµÒ. 

Consequently, thermocouple wire should be installed in the nozzle at the end of the 

nozzle holes where are toward membrane to have exact temperature of the gas (Ê�Ò) 

over the membrane. Finally, suggested heat exchanger can be made in shorter length 

rather than the current one so all the apparatus occupied less space rather than current 

one. In conclusion, suggested heat exchanger save time to reach to a preferred 

temperature, needed less space and has much more accuracy in temperature for exiting 
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gas by installing TC wire in correct place. Calculation and parameters of this new heat 

exchanger can be found in part 3.1.13. 

 

Figure 3.16. Temperature in the tip of the nozzle toward membrane is where gas 
temperature would be expected Ê�Ò is around ÊµÒ. 

 

3.1.4 Designing New Humidity Maker  

In the current apparatus due to existing moisture trap and heat exchanger the exiting 

gas through the nozzle has humidity around zero so if a test with a humid gas is needed 

this apparatus cannot simulate. Consequently, existence of a humidity maker is needed 

with the apparatus to create desirable humidity in the gas over the membrane for mass 

transfer test. Suggested designing for the humidity maker is shown in (Figure 3.17). For 

designing that a tiny pipe should be installed after heat exchanger and before the nozzle 

to spread water in the flowing gas in the pipe. The pipe for adding water in the main pipe 
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should be tiny since water should be spread in the gas to make humidity and using big 

pipe makes big drop of water and they may fall down on the membrane and causes 

membrane get wet which is not proper since water drop can close the membrane pores 

and test cannot be done correctly. 

 

Figure 3.17. A part of suggested humidity maker (tiny pipe in the main gas line to apply 
spread water). 

 

To apply the water in the main pipe a pressure behind that is necessary. In this plane a 

small electrical air compressor has been consider to add the water from a big tank (Figure 

3.18). To protect flow of water against turbulent like main gas pipe a tiny pipe is installed 

in the pipe where joints air compressor to the tiny pipe in the main pipe of the gas so it 

causes lees turbulent rather not having that (Figure 3.19). The tank has a sensitive valve 

(Figure 3.18) to control the amount of the water going in the pipe. With using humidity 

sensor and install it in front of the nozzle holes and by playing with valve manually and 
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control the outgoing amount of the water it could be possible to reach to the desired 

humidity. An engineering drawing is shown in millimeters in the (Figure 3.20). 

 

Figure 3.18. Complete view of propose humidity maker. 

 

 

Figure 3.19. Using tiny pipe causes less turbulent in the pipe so turbulent of “a” is less 
than ‘b”. In the “c” which is suggested design tiny pipe has a smooth bending to reduce 

more turbulent. 
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Figure 3.20. Blue sheet of the humidity maker (all dimensions are in mm). 
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Although mentioned humidifier is proper for the purposed system but can be better with 

some changes. The above humidifier can be assembled manually without any calculation 

and just with plying with sensitive value and watching humid logger can be controlled 

that the percentage of the humidity accuracy over membrane decrees and it definitely 

effects on the result of the test. In addition, since a normal test takes around five hours so 

having a big tank would be necessary which sometimes installing a big tank cannot be 

possible in each lab. To solve these two problems and also optimize the humidifier 

instead of the tank, sensitive valve and small air compressor tap water (city water) and a 

flow meter can be used. Tap water can acts as a tank and compressor since is under 

pressure. Furthermore, with having input data of air and also dimensions of the heat 

exchanger we would be able to calculate the exact needed flow rate of the water into the 

main pipe to obtain desirable humidity. The calculations are shown in part 3.1.13. 

3.1.5 Evaporative Chamber 

Evaporation chamber is a small cylinder to keep small amount of the water and 

membrane during the evaporative test. It is made of hydrophobic brass to protect sticking 

water on the chamber. Dimensions inside the chamber is respectively 3.4 mm for height 

and 42 mm for diameter so the maximum water that can be added in is 0.0404 �� (Figure 

3.21). 
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Figure 3.21. Blue sheet of the chamber (all dimension are in mm). 

 

In mass transfer test temperature determination of chamber button and upper surface of 

the water is necessary. Thus, for this purpose two thermocouple wires are needed to be 

fixed inside the chamber and the best position to send the wires in is from the wall of the 

chamber for this purpose two small holes are needed on the wall to pass the wires in the 

chamber. Since during the test membrane is on the chamber and to have reasonable 

result, test should be repeated several times so water cannot be added from above the 

chamber consequently, a hole on the wall with a tiny pipe is needed to inject water during 

the test in to the chamber (Figure 3.22). 
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Figure 3.22. Evaporative chamber made of brass with two holes on the wall for 
thermocouple wires and one hole for tiny pipe to add water during test [19]. 

 

3.1.6 Radial Insulation Collar 

To protect chamber against leaking heat specifically radial leaking an insulator is 

needed to insulate the chamber. For this purpose in this project a radial insulation collar 

made of Styrofoam has been prepared. It can insulate area around the chamber and its 

dower area against heat leaking. Styrofoam is easy to form and shape and has great 

insulating characteristic and also has high resistance to water and water vapor. Moreover, 

Styrofoam has outstanding freeze-thaw resistance and compressive strength (Figure 

2.23).  
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Figure 3.23. A radial insulation collar to protect chamber against heat leaking. 

 

The Styrofoam thickness is 57 mm, outer diameter is 226 mm and inner diameter is 65 

mm. In the center of the cylinder there is a half way hole to put the camber and heater 

(Figure 2.24). 

 

Figure 3.24. Dimension of the radial insulation collar (in mm). 
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3.1.7 Temperature Measurements and Its Devices 

To calculate thermal resistance or diffusion coefficient knowing temperature of the 

membrane downstream (�/�/�;0�), membrane upstream (�/�/�Ë0Ó�), upper surface of 

the water (�Ó�;��), and bottom of the chamber (�Ô�?�), is necessary (Figure 3.25). 

 

Figure 3.25. Four points where their temperatures are important to calculate thermal 
resistance or diffusion coefficient. 

 

3.1.7.1  Thermocouple Reader 

To calculate thermal resistance or diffusion coefficient a thermocouple reader is 

needed to recorded data. The old thermocouple reader that was used to record 

temperature was OMEGA HH200ILTC ™ [29] and has only one port to plug 

thermocouple reader and also its memory to save the data wasn’t sufficient to use for 

small interval. Thus, a new thermocouple reader has been selected with better features for 
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evaporating cooling test that is called OMEGA-2041 ™. It has some good features rather 

than OMEGA HH200ILTC ™ [30] such as installation capability of four TC wires 

simultaneously which is excellent for tests in this thesis since by pushing one button at 

the same time instrument can log date of four TC wires.  

3.1.7.1.1 TC Reader Sensitivity Error Propagation Calculation 

To calculate the error propagation uncertainty of the new thermocouple instrument 

(OMEGA-2041 ™) a evaporative cooling test with fabric (Defender ™ 750 with a 

Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for 

ASTM F1868 – 02 (chapter 4.6)) (Figure 3.1) and water should be done and then the 

results for each point in the camber should be separated that is included many points then 

getting standard deviation from all dada for each specific point give the propagation 

uncertainty for that specific point by OMEGA-2041 ™. 

The temperature of the different parts of the chamber and ambient are needed which 

all of them comes from the thermocouple instrument (OMEGA-2041 ™) and an 

anemometer, Kestrel 4000 ™ [31]. In the Table3.4 there are temperature of ambient ,base 

of chamber, water ,membrane upstream  and membrane downstream with them 

propagation. To find average temperature for each single test by Excel software ® and 

using AVERAGE and STDEV commands, average number and propagation uncertainty 

of each specific temperature can be calculated. This specific test has been reaped four 

times and the temperature for each test has been selected to find average number for 

temperature (Figure 3.26). 
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Figure 3.26. Temperature vs. time for an evaporative cooling test with fabric (Defender 
™ 750 with a Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration 

fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02). 

 

Temperature Propagation Uncertainty ÕToÖ=22.77  Ò  ( k) ×ÕToÖ=0.201  k ÕÖTªV=30.53  Ò  (303.68 k) ×ÕÖTªV=0.18  k ÕoVo�ÖZU= 29.44 Ò  (302.59k) ×ÕoVo ÖZU=0.15  k ÕoVo�UZY=29.91  Ò  (303.06 k) ×ÕoVo UZY=0.14  k ÕSTUVW=29.61  Ò  (302.76 k) ×ÕSTUVW= 0.14 k 
 

Table 3.2. Temperature and its propagation uncertainty of ambient, base of chamber, 
water, membrane upstream and membrane downstream. 

 

3.1.7.2    Connecting Thermocouples and Membrane on the Chamber 

One of the critical parts in mass transfer test is installing thermocouple wires and 

membrane on the chamber. As it mentioned in chapter 4, membrane is a soft, thin and 
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sensitive material which easily can be torn so it is necessary to use a proper method for 

installation. In the old method membrane was stuck on the upper edge of chamber by tape 

and then by a brass ring that its inner diameter was a little bit bigger than of outer 

diameter of chamber was used to install on the chamber. In this method since the 

membrane should be set on the chamber by tweezers and also using hand so tearing 

happens easily (Figure 3.27). 

 

Figure 3.27. In shape “a” by hand, tweezers and tape membrane is installed on the 
chamber and it is clear in shape “b” in this method easily by overload ,membrane can be 

torn. 

 

3.1.7.3 Designing and Producing a New Membrane Fixture 

Due to easily tearing of the membrane during installation on the chamber a new 

method is suggested to install the membrane on the edge of chamber. In this method a 

membrane holder has been designed to keep the membrane fix before putting on the 
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chamber. This membrane holder is included two rings made of brass (RING with RING) 

that with a small force can be fit into each other since one of them is bigger than the other 

one (Figure 3.28).  

 

Figure 3.28. An engineering drawing of the membrane holder (in mm). 

 

For using this holder the membrane should be put on the inner ring by tweezers 

then outer ring gently should be put on the membrane and the inner ring. Outer area of 

the membrane will be bent and kept by outer ring after putting outer ring on the 

membrane and inner ring and since tolerance of the rings is ± 0.05 mm easily membrane 

cab be fixed on its position with a flat surface. Having flat surface is very important for 

membrane since curvature on the membrane causes creating different number of the Z so 

calculating of the mass transfer rate or mass resistance cannot be possible since one of the 

parameter for the Fick’s law is Z where is distance between upper surface of the water 

and membrane upstream. Ring with Ring holder also makes installation of the 

thermocouple reader easer on the membrane as after installation membrane on the Ring 
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with Ring holder membrane acts like a solid body and easily can be tuned without any 

damage. The procedure of using Ring with Ring holder is shown in (Figure 3.29). 

 

Figure 3.29. The procedure of using Ring with Ring holder. 

 

3.1.8 Grounding 

To protect the apparatus against static charge grounding is needed to insulate 

apparatus against lab table static charge. Static charge can effect on the scale and changes 

the result since the scale is so sensitive and should be protect against any undesired load. 

For this purpose in the old method one copper plate and aluminum sheet were used. The 

copper plate is on the scale and the aluminum sheet is located on the radial insulator 

collar and these two are connected by a copper wire to transfer static charge from the 
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upper side of the apparatus to downer side. Furthermore, to lead the static charge out of 

the apparatus a tiny wire is used that its weight in comparison other instruments is 

negligible and trifling. Finally, that tiny wire is connected to the sink where mostly is 

connected to the earth (Figure 3.30). 

 

Figure 3.30. Old method of grounding in which Al and copper sheets is used [19]. 

 

In the rebuilt apparatus instead of Al sheet a copper sheet has been used to lead static 

charge from the upper side of the apparatus to the downer side. It has two benefits, firstly 

copper sheet is thicker and its surface is smoother than the Al sheet so sticking copper 

wire is easier on that and secondly Al electrical resistivity is 2.82 � ~��Ã (�-m) that is 

bigger than copper electrical resistivity which is 1.72 � ~��Ã (�-m) that it means copper 

simply lets electrical charge movement (Figure 3.31) [32]. 
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Figure 3.31. Grounding in rebuilt apparatus in which two copper sheets is used. 

 

3.1.9 Scale  

Scale is the most important instrument in evaporating cooling test since the range of 

the transfer mass is pretty small so the scale should be so accurate to record losing mass 

of water during test. Pervious selected mass in this project was Mettler-Toledo ™ 

(XP5003SDR) [33]. Mettler-Toledo ™ (XP5003SDR) is included touch-screen and smart 

screen technology and also has two sorts of connectivity included wireless connection 

and PS/2. Furthermore, it has level control alarm to inform the user for leveling the scale 

during the test. Some other features of the scale are inclusive; maximum capacity of the 

scale 5100 g, repeatability of 6 mg, readability of 1 mg and sensitivity accuracy of 0.0004 

%. Moreover, it is involved density determination and percent and dynamic weighing. 
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Knowing long-term draft error is important due to certainty about scale operation during 

the test. Thus, to achieve long-term drift error the scale was turned on overnight. In 

(Figure 3.32) the result of the drift is shown and as it is clear the drift is about ±0.03 g. 

 

Figure 3.32. Long-term drifts error (±0.03 g) of the Mettler-Toledo ™ (XP5003SDR) 
over one night operation without mass on. 

 

Also one purpose of this project was the selecting a new and more economical mass scale 

that could record the value of the mass transfer rate in small range. The selected mass 

scale is Mettler-Toledo ™ (XS6002S). Its maximum capacity of is 6100 g, the 

repeatability is 60 mg and repeatability for fine range is 8 mg. To reach long-term drift 

error the new level was turned on overnight. In (Figure 3.33) [34] a result of the drift is 

shown and as it is clear the drift is about ±0.1 g. 
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Figure 3.33. Long-term drifts error (±0.1 g) of the Mettler-Toledo ™ (XS6002S) 
over one night operation without mass on. 

 

Base on the max drift and repeatability for fine range the new scale is less accurate 

(10 time less) then old one but the important thing is being assure that this new scale be 

sufficient for evaporative cooling test. For this purpose two tests with the same conditions 

should be done by two scales and if the result of the I� (R-square value) which it means 

how much disparity is being described by the X axis [35]. Two tests with same fabric and 

same amount of the water were done and after using the Excel two R-square values were 

found, 0.99351 for old scale which was Mettler-Toledo ™ (XP5003SDR) and 0.9914 for 

new scale which is Mettler-Toledo ™ (XS6002S). The R-square values of the old and 

new scales have been shown in (Figure 3.34). As it is clear the value of the new scale is 
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less than the old one but very close and it means the new scale is less accurate than the 

old one but can be used for mass transfer rate in evaporative cooling test. 

 

Figure 3.34. The R-square values of the old and new scale has been shown, “a” is an old 
scale, Mettler-Toledo ™ (XP5003SDR) and “b” is new scale, Mettler-Toledo ™ 

(XS6002S). 

 

3.1.9.1   Scale Sensitivity Error Propagation Calculation 

To find the mass transfer rate (�� ) which is needed to calculate the mass resistance 

and also determination of thermal mass resistance slop of the transfer mass (evaporated 

mass through the membrane or fabric) vs. time should be calculated .As it is clear from 

the (Figure 3.35) the test (fabric with water as a liquid) was repeated four times .The 
�  of 

the each single test obtained by Excel then by using STDEV in Excel ® uncertainty 

(standard deviation) of them has been calculated in Table3.5. 
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Figure 3.35. Transfer mass (g) vs. time (s) for one layer fabric (Defender ™ 750 with a 
Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for 

ASTM F1868 – 02) and water. 

 

Test No. 
�  ( Øª ) 
1 0.000202585 
2 0.00018779 
3 0.000192236 
4 0.000195836 Ù
� = 6.2515��~��Â ����Øª 

 

Table 3.3. The mass transfer rate and its propagation for an evaporative test with one 
layer fabric (Defender ™ 750 with a Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. 

which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02). 

 

3.1.10 Electric Heater, Battery and Power Logger 

To determine mass transfer rate, mass resistance and diffusion coefficient through the 

membrane, liquid inside the chamber should be heated by a certain value of heat. For this 
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purpose a heater is needed under the chamber and since the chamber is small so the 

heater should be tiny and small too. The selected heater in this project is Kapton ® 

heater. Its diameter is 2 inches (50.8 mm) with tiny thickness 0.012" (0.3 mm) and also is 

resistant to most chemicals such as acids and solvents [36]. The place of the heater is 

under chamber and to insulate the heater against heat leaking toward downer space of the 

chamber a nylon sheet 3 mm height and 60 mm diameter placed on four plastic legs is 

used on the bottom of heat exchanger. In the (Figure 3.36) Kapton ® heater, nylon and 

four plastic legs is shown. 

 

Figure 3.36. A Kapton ® heater, nylon and four plastic legs. 

 

The Kapton ® heater needs power to warm up the liquid inside the chamber but using 

normal wire connection won’t be useful since the wire makes fluctuation on scale result 

so a unit power is needed to put on the scale for supporting electricity for the heater. 

Selected power unit is DEWALT ® a rechargeable 36-volt battery [37]. It has some 

benefits such as not to be very heavy (around 1 kg which is less than scale max limit so 
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easily can be put on the scale) and also is wireless so mass fluctuation won’t be come up 

and finally it is rechargeable. To calculate how much heat applies on the water or on the 

other word to calculate heat flux which is a flow of energy per unit of area per unit of 

time (Ú/>) a power meter is needed to calculate the voltage and current for obtaining heat 

flux (À� ). Thus, in this step battery support power for the heater and Kapton ® heater 

applies heat in to the chamber and by power meter calculating heat flux can be done. The 

selected power meter in this project was Extech 380900 ™ dual channel. It can count 

60000 inputs in dual channel with dual display and also its basic DCV accuracy is 0.03%. 

Furthermore, it can show AC/DC current to 10A with resolution of 0.01μA [38]. During 

the test the voltage of the battery could be decrease so due to solving this conflict in 

current apparatus an electrical kit has been used to fixed voltage during the test. The used 

electrical kit comes from made from Carl’s Electronics kit number CK1600 ™ [Carl's 

Electronics ® (2007b)] and also with this kit changing heat flux would be possible by 

changing voltage (Figure 3.37) [19]. 

 

Figure 3.37. Carl’s Electronics kit ™ for controlling voltage and changing heat going into 
the water. 
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3.1.10.1 Condensation Effect on the Membrane 

One of the most important things in evaporating cooling test is avoiding 

condensation. Condensation happens when for example hat water vapor hit to a face 

where its temperature is cooler than the water vapor. In this specific case water vapor 

after reaching to a cool area where here is membrane upstream changes to water drapes. 

This situation is not good at all in evaporating cooling test since upon happening water 

drops will close pores and then mass transfer cannot be done. This event happens 

whenever temperature of the water vapor in the chamber is higher than the membrane 

upstream temperature so after reaching water vapor on the upstream membrane water 

drops are created on the membrane upstream and that time is end of the test since the 

result for mass transfer rate would be wrong. Thus, to avoid this phenomena firstly hot 

gas should blow over the membrane and then water be injected into the chamber (Figure 

3.38). 

 

Figure 3.38. If the temperature of T2 (water vapor) is bigger than T3 (membrane 
upstream) condensation happens and water drops created due condensation close the 

nano-porous. 
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3.1.11 Nozzle and Anemometer 

To model a real condition of mass transport rate blowing gas over the membrane is 

needed. To have a laminar and smooth flow over the membrane using nozzle and a 

plastic sheet would be efficiency and will prevent flow to become turbulent. The used 

nozzle in this project has 16 small holes with diameter of 1.33 mm each and the out 

coming gas has a speed of 1±1.05 m/s in temperature of the 50Ò. To recognize the flow 

over membrane is laminar or turbulent calculating Reynolds number should be useful. 

For that purpose having distance between nozzle and two sides of the membrane is 

necessary (Figure 3.39). Distance between nozzle and point A is around 40 mm then base 

on the Reynolds formula and air properties the Reynolds number in mentioned point can 

be obtained: 

«�Û ! ÜÝÛÞ  =�ÝÛß                                                                                               (Equation 3.13) 

The kinematic fluid viscosity of the air at 50Ò is 17.1� ~��Â �� �}  so: 

I�&= à&N  = ³��]�a2�]]Î�]�]�aÆ  = 2339     (in the point A)                                           (Equation 3.14) 

I�&= à&N  = Ã��]�a2�]]Î�]�]�aÆ  = 4678     (in the point B)                                            (Equation 3.15) 
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Figure 3.39. A scheme view of position of the nozzle against membrane. 

 

Needed Reynolds number for turbulent would be between 50,000 to 250,000 and as it is 

clear the Reynolds number in points A and B are very smaller than Reynolds number for 

turbulent so air with this speed and temperature has a laminar flow on the membrane. A 

good example for this model can be found on Mills book [16] which is a heat transfer 

model for laminar flow which is blowing over a horizontal plate (Figure 3.40). 

 

Figure 3.40. Heat transfer model for laminar flow over a flat plate [39]. 
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Mills [39] in his book prepared a relation between Schmidt Number and Prandtl Number 

and also a relation between Nusselt Number to Sherwood Number for creating a mass 

transfer relationship: 

áâÛ ! ã®ä�åæ��2¤W��2                                                                                               (Equation 3.16) 

As it is clear from the (Figure 3.40) with Mills model, development of laminar boundary 

layer (B.L) of point A, (Figure 3.39) and also development of the mass focus B.L on the 

top of the membrane can be calculated. After plugging Sc instead of Pr the following 

term can be written: 

� & ! ����]�çVä��>åæ��2
è]�@éäA2�¹ê

��2                                                                                     (Equation 3.17) 

Which I�& is Reynolds number over the plastic sheet and membrane that is dependent on 

x where is 0 next to the nozzle and its value increase toward the membrane and 	 is the 

distance between nozzle and point A where in this area there is no mass transport due to 

insulation. To calculate the average of Sherwood Number taking integral from (Equation 

3.17) over membrane diameter is needed:  

áâëììììì ! ]ëí�ë� î ����]�çVä�>åæ�>
ï]�@éäA

2¹ð
�2 �ñëíë�                                                                        (Equation 3.18) 

Which ò� is equal to 	 and  òó is equal to 	+L (L is membrane diameter) (Figure 

3.40).�I�& is Reynolds number over the plastic sheet and membrane that is related to x:  
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I�& ! Jà&- �= à&N                                                                                               (Equation 3.19) 

That v (m/s) is speed of the flow over the membrane that can be obtained by an 

anemometer and ô (�� �} ) kinematic viscosity that base on the sort of the gas over the 

membrane can be found from handbooks. Thus, after plugging Reynolds number in the 

(Equation 3.19) the average Sherwood Number can be achieved. The usage of the 

average Sherwood Number (áâëììììì) is to find average mass transport coefficient 

(õ?Ó���P�?) on the downstream face from the following equation: 

áâëììììì ! ö�÷���Á����D^�z>{£¦øe�¹                                                                                          (Equation 3.20) 

That õ?Ó���P�? is average mass transport coefficient on the downstream face; L is 

membrane diameter and ��r�s£T¬W�³ or �ªSVVY�ØTª is the diffusion coefficient of water 

vapor in the gas on the downstream face of the membrane that comes from the following 

equation [14]: 

��r�s£T¬W�³ ! ~��u � ~��]� � �x>���>Y �                                                          (Equation 3.21) 

Finally after calculating average mass transport coefficient on the downstream 

(õ?Ó���P�? � , the mass transport resistance related to the downstream face of the 

membrane («ªSVVY�ØTª) can be calculated from (Equation 3.22) :  

«ªSVVY�ØTª ! ]ö�÷���Á���                                                                                  (Equation 3.22) 
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Which A (��) is the area of the membrane. As it has been mentioned to obtain Reynolds 

number over the membrane speed of the flowing gas over the membrane is needed and 

for this purpose using an anemometer is necessary to record speed. Selected anemometer 

in this project is Kestrel 4000 ™. Its operational range of speed is between 0.4 to 60.0 

m/s with the resolution of the 0.1. Furthermore, it can record temperature with the 

operational rang of the -45.0 to 125.0 °C with resolution of 0.1 and also relative humidity 

is another feature that this anemometer can recorded. The relative humidity operational 

rang is between 0.0 to 100.0 % with the accuracy of 0.1. Moreover it would be able to 

record altitude, wind chill and dew point (Figure 3.41). 

 

Figure 3.41. Kestrel ™ anemometer used to record speed of the gas over the membrane.  

 

Another usage of the knowing average Sherwood Number (áâëììììì) is finding density on 

downstream face of membrane (G³). With average Sherwood Number (áâëììììì), it is possible 

to calculate õ?Ó���P�? which is average mass transport coefficient (Equation 3.20) and 

with õ?Ó���P�? , the mass transport resistance related to the downstream face of the 

membrane («ªSVVY�ØTª) from (Equation 3.22) can be obtained and finally from the 

following equation density on downstream face of membrane (G³) could be reachable:  
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G³ !  «ªSVVY�ØTª �� ��                                                                                    (Equation 3.23) 

Which the above equation comes from the Fick’s law in which Gù is the 0 since there is 

no water in the gas over the membrane: 


� ! ]�úç¹aû �ü³  üù�                                                                                   (Equation 3.24) 

3.1.11.1 Anemometer Error Propagation Calculation 

As it discussed to find the speed of the gas over the membrane or fabric an 

anemometer should be used. In section 3.1.12 to calculate a complete test and its 

propagation uncertainty, the speed of the gas over the membrane and its propagation is 

needed that for that specific test which is included gas and fabric and also the added 

liquid is water is come from (Figure 3.42). 

 

Figure 3.42. Speed of the gas (air) over the fabric in evaporative cooling test which the 
added liquid is water for fabri-1L (Defender ™ 750). 
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From the (Figure 3.42) and Excel software speed of the gas which here is air and its 

propagation uncertainty are: 

ý�= 0.99 /?                                            ×ý�= 0.07 /?  

3.1.12   A Complete Calculation of a Evaporative Cooling Test with Fabric (Defender ™ 

750) and its Propagation Uncertainty 

For an evaporative cooling test two parameters are important. Firstly, a typical test should 

be repeated several times to have exact results and secondly to recognize that the results 

are correct and apparatus works properly, the results of experiment should be compared 

with theory. In this project test has been repeated for four times and water was used as a 

liquid and the sort of the fabric is defender 750 with a Shelltite finish made by Southern 

Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02 (4.6). The following 

process and calculation will be for one single test out of four complete tests then at the 

end making average will be done to have final result for equations. To start calculation 

firstly some information about used liquid (water), gas and fabric are needed. The input 

heat flux is 400 ± ��}  and the used gas is air that comes out of the nozzle with the 

temperature of 50Ò. Another needed parameter  is belonging to the mass scale and is the 

mass transfer rate and its propagation that have been calculated in parts 3.1.9.1 which 

their results are available in Table3.6. 
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Mass transport rate Propagation uncertainty �� = 0.0001946    P? � ×�� = 0.00000625  ����P? �

 

Table 3.4. Mass transfer rate and propagation uncertainty for fabri-1L (Defender ™ 750). 

�

Moreover, ambient pressure is needed and to find that easily by using a forecast website 

(www.wunderground.com) and having date and name of the city the ambient pressure 

and its propagation uncertainty can be achieved. 

¼�/Ô��þ� ! �������*��  = ]�]����]��ÅÂ��  = 101280  Q���/>                                (Equation 3.25) 

×� ! �/�&  ¼�/Ô��þ� !101990-101280 = 720   Q/>                                 (Equation 3.26) 

Ambient pressure Uncertainty propagation ��/Ô=  101280      Q/> ×��/Ô= 720       Q/> 
�

Table 3.5. Ambient pressure with its propagation uncertainty. 

�

From part 3.1.11.1 the average velocity of the gas (that here is air) over the fabric and its 

propagation can be obtained: 

ý�= 0.992 /?                                            ×ý�= 0.077 /?  

The following are the values of fabric that are included diameter (D), thickness (t) and 

porosity (�) and also chamber volume (��<�/Ô��) and volume of the added water (�Ó�;��) 
that their calculation can be found in section 4.3 and 4.6 and their propagations: 
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D=0.042 m                                         ×D=0.0005 m 

t= 0.58� ~��� μm                              ×t= 0.005� ~��� μm 

��<�/Ô��=4.71 mL                             ×��<�/Ô��=0.02 mL 

�Ó�;��=3.0 mL                                   ×�Ó�;��=0.02 mL 

The next step is finding average temperature of the membrane (�/�/�þ�) and its 

propagation (×�/�/�þ�) that are used to obtain the upstream water pressure 

(©�YªUWVTo�TUVW). To find prorogation, reference [40] has been used for all terms in this 

protect: 

ÕoVo§XV ! x_`_bd��x_`_	d
�  = �����Â�����Å�� !   302.825 K                        (Equation 3.27) 

 

ÙÕoVo§XV ! w�ÙÕoVoxZY�� i �ÙÕoVoZU�� ! É���~Ê�� i ���~µ��        (Equation 3.28) 

ÙÕoVo§XV ! ��È K 

To calculate the upstream water pressure (©�YªUWVTo�TUVW) Clapeyron equation is used 

(Equation 3.29) [42]. 

©�YªUWVTo�TUVW ! ©�� ��cí���¦
`e� �b�� �b�¦
`e�                                                          (Equation 3.29) 

In the above equation �� is saturated water pressure at a known temperature Õ� and 

�Ó�;����B��âØ is respectively water molecular weight and enthalpy of vaporization [42] 

and IÓ�;�� is ideal gas law constant for water vapor: 
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��= 4206 Q/> 
��= 303.15 k 

 óP= 2.257� ~�Â 56P 

�Ó�;��= 18.03 6P/01�O 

IÓ�;��= 0.4615 656P�6 

Base on the above parameters upstream water pressure (���?;���/Ú�;��) and its 

propagation would be: 

���?;���/Ú�;�� ! �µÈ�Ä� � �>¹2��Í��¹Æ�Í@ �2�2��Í� �2�>��ÆA                                          (Equation 3.30) 

���?;���/Ú�;�� !4152 ���� 

2% error on pressure component derived from Clapeyron equation is consistent with 

errors in this approximation for water vapor in the same range of temperature and 

pressure: 

Ù©�YªUWVTo�TUVW ! ����È� � �µÈ�Ä����>¹2��Í��¹Æ�Í�@ �2�2��Í� �2�>��ÆA                            (Equation 3.30) 

×���?;���/Ú�;�� !83 ���� 

After that total upstream water pressure should be calculated which is included upstream 

water pressure (���?;���/Ú�;��) and ambient pressure (��/Ô) and also its propagation: 

���?;���/,0;�1 ! ���?;���/Ú�;�� i ��/Ô                                                   (Equation 3.31) 
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���?;���/,0;�1 ! 4152+ 101280 =105432������ 

×���?;���/,0;�1 ! w�×���?;���/Ú�;���� i �×��/Ô��                               (Equation 3.32) 

×���?;���/,0;�1 ! É��²�� i �uÈ��� 
×���?;���/,0;�1 ! 724 ���� 

One of the parameters to calculate diffusion coefficient in membrane is membrane 

average pressure (�/�/�þ�) and it is average of upstream water pressure 

(���?;���/Ú�;��) and ambient pressure (��/Ô). The following is calculation of the 

membrane average pressure (�/�/�þ�) and its propagation: 

�/�/�þ� ! �������������������� ! ]�Å³���]�]�Ã��                                           (Equation 3.33) 

�/�/�þ� !103356 ���� 

×�/�/�þ� ! w�×���?;���/,0;�1�� i �×��/Ô��                                          (Equation 3.34) 

×�/�/�þ� ! É�uÈµ�� i �uÈ��� =1021 ������ 

Next step is calculation of diffusion coefficient in head space (#ö��Ë�����) with using 

(Equation 3.36) [43] which is used to obtain diffusion coefficient in temperature between 

280 k to 450 K : 

#ö��Ë����� ! ~��u � ~��]� � ,÷����>���>
��L����������������������                                               (Equation 3.35) 
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In the (Equation 3.26)  �STUVW is clear from the thermocouple instrument,����?;���/,0;�1 
has been calculated above and ���ó������ is atmosphere pressure (1 atm= 101325����). 

Now with these parameters, the diffusion coefficient in head space (#ö��Ë�����) and its 

propagation can be found: 

#ö��Ë����� ! ~��u � ~��]� � ����ÎÂ>���>
@��Í¹2>���2>ÍA                                                      (Equation 3.36) 

#ö��Ë����� !0.0000249 />?  

×#ö��Ë����� ! #ö��Ë����� �!@È��uÈ $,÷����,÷���� A� i �$�L�������������L������������ �
�
       (Equation 3.37) 

×#ö��Ë����� !1.72� ~��Î />?  

 So far diffusion coefficient of head space (�rVTvåYTæV) has been obtained and now again 

with using diffusion coefficient formula (Equation 3.36) diffusion coefficient of sweep 

gas (#ªSVVY�ØTª�) where is membrane downstream face can be computed. The needed 

parameters for finding #ªSVVY�ØTª�(/>? ) is �oVo�UZY that the average value of that has been 

calculated at the first Pater of this procedure,����ó������ that is atmosphere pressure (1 

atm= 101325"�
�) and ©ToÖ which its value comes from (Equation 3.26). Thus, with 

these factors now calculation for �ªSVVY�ØTª� and its propagation can be done: 

�ªSVVYØTª ! ~��u � ~��]� � x_`_�
d�>���>
� ¸¦_j¸e`í`e`h#`�

                                                      (Equation 3.38) 
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�ªSVVYØTª ! ~��u � ~��]� � ²�²��Ä���Î�@~�~È��~�~²ÈÊA ! È�Êt � ~�
�Å 
�$  

Ù�ªSVVYØTª ! �ªSVVYØTª!�È��uÈ %x_`_�
d�x_`_�
d� �
� i @%¤¦_j¤¦_j A�                          (Equation 3.39) 

Ù�ªSVVYØTª ! È�Êt � ~��Å!�È��uÈ ��~µ²�²��Ä�
� i � uÈ�~�~È���

�
 

Ù�ªSVVYØTª ! ~��Ê � ~��Î 
�$  

Another parameter which is needed to calculate membrane mass resistance is water 

density (üSTUVW). To calculate that ideal gas low is used (Equation 3.41) [44] which 

©®YªUWVTo�TUVW has been calculated above and ÕSTUVW comes from temperature logger 

which is really the average value of temperature in upstream face of one single test. In the 

below the calculation for water density (üSTUVW) and its propagation is shown: 

üSTUVW ! ¤k�¥
e`¦_&¦
`eç¦øe�x�¦
`e ! ³]Å���³Â]Å�������ÎÂ�                                                     (Equation 3.40) 

GÓ�;�� !0.02971 6P/2 

×GÓ�;�� ! GÓ�;��!�$�L�������÷�����L�������÷���� �
� i @$,÷����,÷���� A�                                     (Equation 3.41) 

×GÓ�;�� ! 0.000594 6P/2 
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After finding diffusion coefficient of sweep gas (#ªSVVY�ØTª�) and diffusion coefficient 

in head space (#ö��Ë�����) next step is finding mass transport resistance in sweep gas 

(I?Ó���P�?) and mass transport resistance in head space («'VTvªYTæV) which both of them 

lead us to calculate mass transport resistance in fabric or membrane experimentally. To 

calculate the mass transport resistance in sweep gas («ªSVVYØTª) there is good model in 

the Mills book [39, 19] which is very close to evaporative cooling system used in this 

thesis and will be followed to find «ªSVVYØTª (Figure 3.40). In this section has been 

avoided talking about details of Mills system and just calculation has been shown. Details 

of this part can be found in section 3.1.11. First of all, average Sherwood Number (� &) 

(Equation 3.42) should be calculated so for this purposed taking integral of Sherwood 

Number formula (Equation 3.43) between points A and B is needed (Figure 3.39). 

� & ! ����]�çVä��>åæ��2
è]�@éäA2�¹ê

��2                                                                                     (Equation 3.42) 

áâëììììì ! ]ëí�ë� î ����]�çVä�>åæ�>
ï]�@éäA

2¹ð
�2 �ñëíë�                                                                        (Equation 3.43) 

The parameters in the (Equation 3.43) are consist of ò�=�( (m), �òó=�� i ( (m) (Figure 

3.39) which L is membrane diameter,�( is clear in (Figure 3.40), �� is Schmidt Number 

and is equal to 0.61 and finally I�& which is Reynolds number over the plastic sheet and 

membrane that is related to x: 
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I�& ! Jà&- �= à&N                                                                                               (Equation 3.44) 

That v (m/s) is average speed of the flow over the membrane that here is 1.02 (comes 

from the anemometer) and ô (�� �} ) kinematic viscosity that is equal to 0.0000155 �� �}  

[25]. After plugging these parameters in to the Equ3.43 and using MATLAB software ® 

the average Sherwood Number (� &) would be: 

áâëììììì ! ����]�åæ�2��V��>)��>�^¬T î *��>�vÛ
ï]�@é+A

2¹ð
�2

*
*, = ����]����Â]�
�2����������>�������]ÅÅ���>������³�� î *��>�vÛ

ï]�@���¹>+ A2¹ð
�2

���Ã³���³�  = 31.26 

10% error in Sherwood Number is consistent with accuracy of heat- and mass-transfer 

correlations of this nature so: 

×�áâëììììì ! ��~� � áâëììììì !�0.1 �31.26=3.126 

From the definition of Sherwood Number (Equation 3.45), the average mass transport 

coefficient for the downstream membrane face (¨ªSVVYØTª) can be achieved. In (Equation 

3.45)  �ªSVVYØTª��-��áâëììììì has been calculated already and D is the membrane or fabric 

diameter that here is 0.042 m. In the following there are calculations for  ¨ªSVVYØTª and 

its propagation uncertainty:                            

¨ªSVVYØTª ! ^¥�``��¦¥�å',ììììì
^                                                                             (Equation 3.45) 

¨ªSVVYØTª ! ���Å��]�aÍ����]��Â����³�  = 0.0192 /?  
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Ù¨ªSVVYØTª ! ¨ªSVVYØTª �!�%^¥�``��¦¥^¥�``��¦¥ �
� i @%å',ììììì

å',ììììì A� i @%^̂A�                  (Equation 3.46) 

Ù¨ªSVVYØTª ! ���~tÈ� � w@]�ÃÎ�]�a���Å��]�aÍA� i @ ��]�]��ÂA� i @�����Å���³� A� =0.00192  /?  

From equations (Equation 3.47) and (Equation 3.48) respectively mass transport 

resistance in the head space («'VTvªYTæV) and its propagation uncertainty can be found: 

I?Ó���P�? ! ]ö�÷���Á�� ! ]���]�� !52 ªo                                                         (Equation 3.47) 

×I?Ó���P�? ! $ö�÷���Á��ö�÷���Á�� � I?Ó���P�?                                                          (Equation 3.48) 

×I?Ó���P�? ! �ÊÈ� � �����~tÈ���~tÈ � ! Ê�È� �� 

To find the mass transport resistance in head space («'VTvªYTæV) Equ3.54 can be used in 

which #ö��Ë����� is diffusion coefficient in head space which has been obtained already 

and Z is the distance between water surface and membrane or fabric that itself and its 

propagation uncertainty can be calculated from (Equation 3.49) and (Equation 3.50). In 

the (Equation 3.49) ��<�/Ô�� is chamber volume (4.71� ~��Â���) and �Ó�;�� is water 

volume (3� ~��Â���) and ·/�/ is fabric area which itself and its propagation 

uncertainty come in (Equation 3.52) and (Equation 3.53) and also to find propagation 

uncertainty of Z , propagation uncertainty of volume is needed that is shown in (Equation 

3.51).  
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. ! à�/������à÷��������                                                                                        (Equation 3.49) 

. ! ³�Î]�]�aÆ�������]�aÆ�����]�ÃÅ !0.00123 m 

Ù0 ! 0 � w@%�Ý�Ý A� i @Ù §_`_§_`_A�                                                                   (Equation 3.50) 

Ù0 ! ����~È²w@����Ã]�Î] A� i @�������Â����]�ÃÅA� = 0.000023 m 

×�� ! É�×��<�/Ô���� i �×�Ó�;����                                                          (Equation 3.51) 

Ù�1 ! É����È�� i ����È�� !0.028 �� 

2oVoÖWT\V ! 3³ � �� ! 3³ ����µÈ�� !0.001385 ��                                     (Equation 3.52) 

Ù2oVoÖWT\V !�0.000026 �� 

I<��Ë?���� ! 4(/��5����� ! ����]����Å��]�aÍ !�49.40 /?                                             (Equation 3.53) 

(Equation 3.55) shows the propagation uncertainty of the mass transport resistance in 

head space («'VTvªYTæV): 

×I<��Ë?���� ! I<��Ë?�����!@$44 A� i �$(/��5�����(/��5����� �
�
                                  (Equation 3.54) 

×I<��Ë?���� ! µt�µ�� � w@�������Î����]�� A� i @]�Î��]�a����³��]�a��A� = 1.41 /?  
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In this step with using (Equation 3.56) which is a combination of the Fick’s and Ohm’s 

laws the mass transport resistance of the membrane or fabric («oVoÖWT\V�6ÛYVW¬oV\U�) 
which is the experiment value of the mass transport resistance of the membrane or fabric 

can be calculated. 

� �
membranesweepGasheadspace

ambientwatermembrane

RRR
Am

��
�

�
��

�

                                                                (Equation 3.55) 

In which G�/Ô'��; 7 �  and �I<��Ë?���� , �I?Ó���P�? and 2oVoÖWT\V have been calculated 

already in the previous steps. ��  is mass transfer rate that comes from (Table 3.3) and 

üSTUVW which is water density comes from (Equation 3.41). After plugging these 

parameters in the (Equation 3.55) and reordering it the following term can be written: 

� �
headspacesweepGas

watermembrane
perimentmembraneEx RR

m
AR ���

�

�

                            
(Equation 3.55.1)

 

perimentmembraneExR = ����]�ÃÅ������Î]���������  µt�µ�  Ê� ! ~�µ�²~u s/m 

Also (Equation 3.56), (Equation 3.57) and (Equation 3.58) show formulas and method to 

obtain the propagation uncertainty of the mass transport resistance in membrane or fabric 

from experiment: 

� �
m

A watermembrane

�

� = B = ����]�ÃÅ������Î]��������� �=205.7                                              (Equation 3.56) 

×�8� = §_`_je¦h`�Ü�¦
`e/� � w@%§_`_je¦h`§_`_je¦h` A� i @%Ü�¦
`eÜ�¦
`e A� i @%/�/� A�             (Equation 3.57) 
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×� � �
m

A watermembrane

�

� � = 8.65 s/m 

×� perimentmembraneExR �=w�×�8��� i @ sweepGasR A� i @ headspaceR A�                     (Equation 3.58) 

×� perimentmembraneExR � =  É���ÄÊ�� i �Ê�È�� i �~�~µ�� = 10.23 s/m 

The last step is finding diffusion coefficient of the porous media from the experiment. 

For that purpose (Equation 3.60) which is the mass transport resistance associated with 

porous media porosity, thickness and diffusion coefficient should be used: 

«oVo�VÛYVW¬oV\U = U^_`_a`ä�`eø_`h
���9                                                           (Equation 3.59)                        

In which, t is thickness of fabric or membrane (m),�: is porosity of the membrane or 

fabric which these two parameters comes from chapter 4.6 (Table3.8) and finally 

�oVo�VÛYVW¬oV\U� which is diffusion coefficient of membrane or fabric form experiment 

(Equation 3.56) [19].  

Thickness (m) 0.58� � ~��� 
Thickness Propagation (m) 0.005� ~��� 

Porosity (%) 0.27 (27%) 
Porosity Propagation (%) 4% 

 

Table3.6. Fabric (Defender ™ 750 with a Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. 
which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02) membrane and porosity. 

 

#/�/��&���'/��;�= ;+���a`ä�`eø_`h
�� =� ��ÅÃÃ�]�a2]�³��]Î����Î ! È��t � ~��Â �� �}  
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From the above equation, the diffusion coefficient of the fabric from the experiment is 

È��t � ~��Â �� �}  and its uncertainty propagation is ²�u~ � ~��Â �� �} �. To recognize 

accuracy of each single instrument, evaporative cooling system and method of 

experiment,�#/�/��&���'/��;� should be compared to the diffusion coefficient of the 

fabric from the theory and if these two values are close to each other it means the 

accuracy of the test has been confirmed. Thus, finding the diffusion coefficient of the 

fabric from the theory is next step. As it was mentioned in chapter 2 there are two kinds 

of diffusion in porous media, Knudson diffusion and Ordinary diffusion. For this specific 

test since a fabric with large pore diameter (529�) is used since Knudson diffusion can 

be neglected (Figure 3.43). 

 

Figure 3.43. A photo of the fabric (Defender ™ 750 with a Shelltite ™ finish made by 
Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02) under light 

microscope [19]. 

 

Thus, total diffusion in the fabric is only included ordinary diffusion that comes from 

Equ3.61: 
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#/�/�;<�0�; ! ~��u � ~��]� � ,����<�>���>
� �����<����������� 

                                                (Equation 3.60) 

In the (Equation 3.61)  �oVoTXV and �/�/�þ�  were calculated in (Equation 3.27) and 

(Equation 3.34) and ���ó������ is atmospheric pressure (1 atm= 101325����). Now with 

these parameters the diffusion coefficient in fabric theoretically (#/�/�;<�0�;) and its 

propagation can be obtained: 

#/�/�;<�0�; ! ~��u � ~��]� � ����Ã�Å>���>
@��22ÍÆ���2>ÍA  = ÈÊ�² � ~��Â �� �}  

×#/�/�;<�0�; ! #/�/�;<�0�;!�È��uÈ %x_`_�
d�x_`_�
d� �
� i @$�����<������<� A�           (Equation 3.61) 

×#/�/�;<�0�; ! È�Ê² � ~��Åw@È��uÈ �������ÃA� i @ ]��]]���ÅÃA� = È�Ê²~ � ~��Î �� �}  

As it is clear from the results, the diffusion coefficient of fabric from theory 

(#/�/�;<�0�;) is around ÈÊ�² � ~��Â �� �}  which to compare with the diffusion 

coefficient of fabric from experiment has around 17%-20% difference that for this kind 

of test is acceptable (Figure 3.43.1 and Figure 3.43.2). This difference has some reasons. 

For example, the scale should be put on the optical table otherwise environment 

vibrations can affect the results also using the tank or Lab air compressor cause pressure 

drop during test and it cusses decreasing in gas speed over the porous media. Exactly the 

same test with the same conditions and same liquid and fabric has been done but with 2 

layers instead of one layer. As it is clear from the (Table3.9) the diffusion coefficient of 
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fabric from theory (#/�/�;<�0�;) is around ÈÊ�~µ � ~��Â �� �}  and from the 

experiment is Èu�� � ~��Â �� �}  that have around 6%-14% difference which is 

satisfactory for this kind of tests (Figure 3.43.3 and Figure 3.43.4).  

#/�/�;<�0�; �� �}  
#/�/��&���'/��;  �� �}  

×#/�/�;<�0�;  �� �} ×#/�/��&���'/��;  �� �}  
25.14� ~��Â Èu�� � ~��Â 5.22� ~��Â µ�Ê � ~��Â

 

Table 3.7. The results of diffusion coefficients of fabric-2L (Defender ™ 750 with a 
Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc) from theory and experiment with the gas 

flow temperature of 50 Ò and gas speed of 1 m/s over fabric. 

 

Exactly the same test with the same conditions and same liquid and fabric has been done 

but with 3. As it is clear from the (Table3.10) the diffusion coefficient of fabric from 

theory (#/�/�;<�0�;) is around ÈÊ��µ � ~��Â �� �}  and from the experiment is 

Èµ�t � ~��Â �� �}  that have around 13%-16% difference which is satisfactory for this 

kind of tests (Figure 3.43.5 and Figure 3.43.6).  

#/�/�;<�0�; �� �}  #/�/��&���'/��;  �� �}  
×#/�/�;<�0�;  �� �} ×#/�/��&���'/��;  �� �}  ÈÊ��µ � ~��Â Èµ�t � ~��Â 0.5� ~��Â µ�� � ~��Â

 

Table 3.8. The results of diffusion coefficients of fabric-3L (Defender ™ 750 with a 
Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc) from theory and experiment with the gas 

flow temperature of 50 Ò and gas speed of 1 m/s over fabric. 
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Figure 1.43.1. Transfer mass (g) vs. time (s) of Fabric-1L (Defender ™ 750 with a 
Shelltite ™  finish made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for 

ASTM F1868 – 02). 

�

 

Figure 3.43.2. Temperature vs. time for an evaporative cooling test with fabric-1L 
(Defender ™ 750 with a Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as 

calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02). 
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Figure 3.43.3. Transfer mass (g) vs. time (s) of Fabric-2L (Defender ™ 750 with a 
Shelltite ™  made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM 

F1868 – 02). 

 

 

Figure 3.43.4. Temperature vs. time for an evaporative cooling test with Fabric-2L 
(Defender ™ 750 with a Shelltite ™ finish made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as 

calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02). 
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Figure 3.43.5. Transfer mass (g) vs. time (s) of Fabric-3L (Defender ™ 750 with a 
Shelltite ™  made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM 

F1868 – 02). 

 

 

Figure 3.43.6. Temperature vs. time of Fabric-3L (Defender ™ 750 with a Shelltite ™  
made by Southern Mills Inc. which is used as calibration fabric for ASTM F1868 – 02). 
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As it is clear from the data of experiment and theory, the difference between them are 

acceptable and is less since this kind of tests are dependent to the many factors and 

parameters that most of them cannot be controlled. Another important parameter that 

comes from the experimental data and calculation is intrinsic mass transport resistance. 

Since with increasing thickness the rate of mass transport decreases so the intrinsic mass 

transport resistance with increasing thickness should increases too (Table3.12). As it is 

clear from the (Table3.11) with increasing the thickness of the Fabric-1L, Fabric-2L and 

Fabric-3L the intrinsic mass transport resistances increases that their values are 

respectively 104=10.2 s/m, 154=23 s/m and 206=26 s/m. Moreover, since the mass 

transport rate increases with increasing the thickness (Table3.12) so the water surface 

temperature and headspace pressure increase with increasing the thickness (Table3.12). 

 Open Chamber Fabric-1L Fabric-2L 
Mass Transport Resistance (s/m) NA 104>10.2 174>23 

 

Table 3.9. The results of the intrinsic mass transport resistances of the Fabric-1L, Fabric-
2L and Fabric-3L. 
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 Open 
Chamber 

Fabric-1L Fabric-2L Fabric-3L 

Thickness�10^-
3(m) 

NA 0.60+0.03 2� ���Ä�>���Ä²� 3� ���Ä�>���Ä²� 
dm/dt�� ~����P?� 0.62>0.002 0.19>0.006 0.17>0.01 0.15>0.01 
Water Temp (Ò� 19.11>~�È 29.16>~��~ 30.08>��ÈÄ 32.14>��~ 

Pressure of 
Headspace (pa) 

104526>~µÈÄ 105432>uÈµ 105842>~Ê~Ê 106956>~ÊÈÊ
Absolute Latent 

Cooling (Ò� 23.5>��~Ä 28.55>~�È 29.25>~�� 30.75>È�² 

 

Table 3.10. The result of the mass transport rate, water surface temperature, headspace 
pressure and absolute latent cooling of the Fabric-1L, Fabric-2L and Fabric-3L. 

 

3.1.13    Calculation of New Heat Exchanger and Humidifier 

In this section two calculations are done. Firstly, finding dimensions of suggested 

heat exchanger and secondly design calculation for new humidifier. In Thermodynamics 

An Engineering Approach, Third Edition by Yunus Cengel and Michael A. Bole book 

there is a model which is very close to designed heat exchanger and humidifier for 

evaporative cooling system so its calculations and formulas have been used in this section 

[45]. At the beginning diameter of heat exchanger should be obtained. For its diameter 

flow rate equation can be used:  

�́= A.V      �� �}                                                                                           (Equation 3.62) 

Where A (��) is pipe area and is equal to (? Ë>³ � in which d is pipe diameter (m), V (m/s) 

is speed of flow in pipe that is equal to 1 m/s and �́  (�� �} ) from part 3.1.1 is 

0.00073�
� $} ). After plugging above parameters in (Equation 3.63) the value of 28 mm 
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will be achieved for the pipe diameter. To check whether or not, this diameter works for 

purposed system Reynolds number of air flow in pipe with diameter of 28 mm should be 

checked and if the result is less than 2300 it means the flow is laminar and will be proper 

for system. To calculate Reynolds number (Equation 2.18) is used (I� ! Jà(- ) in which D 

is 0.028 m, V is 1 m/s, density is 1.29 8� ��}  and 9 is 0.00002 �� � ��}  [46] and after 

plugging, the value of 1820 for Reynolds number can be found that is less than 2300 .It 

means the air flow is laminar in the main pipe with diameter of 28 mm. The following 

calculation is derived for a general case which can be used for any desired temperature 

and humidity. In the (Figure 3.44) in part “1” temperature (�]), pressure (�]) of air are 

known so from the (Equation 3.64), ¿] can be obtained .To find ���(partial pressure of 

dry air) (Equation 3.65) is used in which �à�(pressure of water vapor) is defined by 

(Equation 3.66). As it is clear from the (Equation 3.66) to find pressure of water vapor 

relative humidity (%]) in part “1” and �?�;�@�, (pressure of saturated air in temperature T) 

are needed and so there is moisture tap at the beginning of pipe line  %] ! � and 

consequently �à� ! �� 
¿] ! +�,���� ���� 8�}                                                                                         (Equation 3.63) 

��� ! �]  �à� KPa                                                                                      (Equation 3.64) 

�þ� ! %]�P� ! %]�?�;�@�,   KPa                                                                   (Equation 3.65) 

Thus, for designed system: 
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¿] ! +�,��� ���� 8�}                                                                                         (Equation 3.66) 

 

Figure 3.44. A schema of new heat exchanger and humidifier.  

 

Now is needed to find humidity ratio in part “1” and for that (Equation 3.67) is used and 

so �à� ! � so A] ! ��¢BB� 
A] ! ��Â���C�����C�                                                                                                 (Equation 3.67) 

The next step is achieving dray air mass in part “1”.As it is clear from the (Figure 3.44) 

dray air mass in part “1” and ”2” are equals: 

�� �� ! �� �> ! �� �                                                                                         (Equation 3.68) 

To find dray air mass (Equation 3.69) is used in which �́  (�� �:B} ) is flow rate of air in 

steady sate condition that has been calculated in section 3.1.1: 

�� � ! D�þ�    Kg/min                                                                                         (Equation 3.69) 
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Also bass on the water mass equation (Equation 3.70) humidity ratio in part “1” is equal 

to humidity ratio in part “2” so A� ! �Ï 
�� ��A] ! �� �>A� E A] ! A�                                                                      (Equation 3.70) 

Also it has been assumed in this calculation that the flow is steady states, dry air and 

water vapor are ideal gas and changes of potential and kinetic energy are negligible: 

�́ '� i �� � ] ! �� � � E �́ '� ! �� �� �   ]�                                              (Equation 3.71) 

In which  ���|��|F��B�� ]��|��|F��are enthalpies of air per unit mass of dry air in parts 

“1” and “2” (Equation 3.71) and (Equation 3.72) and �́ '� (KJ/min) is the rate of heat 

transfer to the air. 

 ] ! ¶��] i A] P�                                                                                       (Equation 3.72) 

 � ! ¶��� i A� P>                                                                                      (Equation 3.73) 

And so here A] ! A� ! � consequently: 

 ] ! ¶��]                                                                                                     (Equation 3.74) 

 � ! ¶���                                                                                                     (Equation 3.75) 

�́ '� ! �� �� ¶�� ���  �]�                                                                                (Equation 3.76) 

As it mention �́ '� is the rate of transferred heat to the air. In the (Equation 3.74) all 

parameters are known and also ���is temperature of part “2” which is assumed is very 
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closed to part “1”. Now with having date of part “2” and “1” and also by use of 

potentiometer, a device to change voltage and also by a power logger, desirable amount 

of heat to the air flow can be applied that causes having exact temperature on fabric. The 

last step is related to control and set the amount of outcome water from the humidifier to 

make area of fabric or membrane humid (�� Ó). Base on the (Figure 3.44) the mass 

balance for water in the humidifying part is: 

�� �>A� i �� Ó ! �� �2A�                                                                                (Equation 3.77) 

Base on the Equ3.68 and since A] ! A� ! � for �� Ó (Kg/min) the following can be 

written: 

�� Ó ! �� ��A��                                                                                              (Equation 3.78) 

In which A� is humidity ratio in part “3” that is derived by Equ3.78: 

A� ! ��Â��%2�Á2�2�%2�Á2                                                                                              (Equation 3.79) 

In which  %� is relative humidity,��� is pressure and ��P2 is pressure of saturated air in 

temperature ���in part “3” that all are known so easily A� can be calculated and by 

plugging it in the (Equation 3.77), the needed water flow rate to make desirable humidity 

can be obtained and flow meter can be set on that obtained value. As it mentioned the 

above calculation can be used for any humidity in chamber part with the zero humidity 

for incoming air flow. In the (Table3.13) the above formulas have been used for outcome 

air in T=50 Ò and P=101.3 KPa and %=70%. 
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Parameter Unit Value 
D (heat exchanger diameter) Mm 28 

L (heat exchanger length) M  �� Ò 50 %� - 70% �� KPa 101.325 %] - 0 �] Ò 21 �] KPa 103 �à� KPa 0 ��� KPa 103 ¿] �� 8�}  0.819 �́ � �� �}  (�� �:B} ) 0.00073 (0.043) �� � Kg/min 0.06 A] - 0 A� - 0  ] |��|F 21.1  � |��|F 50.25 �� Ò 53 �́ '� KJ/min (w) 1.929 (33) �P2 KPa 12.349 A� - 0.058 �� Ó Kg/min 0.0034 
 

Table 3.11. The results of a sample calculation of new heat exchanger and humidifier. 

 

Base on the above sample to reach the air flow over the chamber with characteristics 

of, humidity of 70%, pressure of 101.325 KPa , temperature of 50 Ò and speed of 1 m/s 

with potentiometer a voltage should be set to obtain �́ '�=33 (W) and also flow meter 

should be set on 0.0034 Kg/min. After finding diameter of main pipe which is actually 

diameter of the heat exchanger the last Sept is obtaining diameter of the humidifier pipe. 

For this purpose, the calculation should be done for the largest number of humidity (95 
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%) over the membrane to find a size for diameter to use for any percentage of humidity 

.To find diameter of the humidifier, volumetric flow rate of water ( �́Ó) is needed: 

�́Ó ! �� Ó� ¿��                                                                                                (Equation 3.80) 

So first mass flow rate of water (�� �} ) and ¿� (�� 8�} ) should be find. To calculate �� Ó 

Equ3.77 is used: 

�� Ó ! �� ��A��                                                                                              (Equation 3.81) 

In which �� � is air mass flow rate in heat exchanger that has been calculated before and 

since input data is the same for heat exchanger and humidifier so the calculated value for 

�� � which is 0.06 (Kg/min) can be used and also to have A� (Equation 3.78) can be used. 

G� ! ��Â��%2¤�2¤2�%2¤�2                                                                                              (Equation 3.82) 

In which, %� ! ��tÊ ,�©�is 101.32 KPa and ©Ø2 is �?�;�@�Å� (KPa). After plugging all 

known in Equ3.81 the value for�A��will be�����. Now �� Ó (mass flow rate of water) 

could be found from Eqe3.80 (�� Ó ! ����~ � ���Ä ! ����µ�Kg/min). Next step is 

finding ¿� (�� 8�} ) and with following the pervious calculation for heat exchanger and 

using (Equation 3.64), (Equation 3.65) and (Equation 3.66) the value can be achieved 

[46]: 

�þ2 ! %]�P2 ! %��?�;�@�Å�=0.95�12.34 =11.723   KPa                               (Equation 3.83) 

��2 ! ��  �à2= 101.3-11.723=89.3 KPa                                                     (Equation 3.84) 
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¿� ! +�,2��2 ! ��³Â]Å�����]ÅÃ��� ! ~�Äu�� 8�}                                                     (Equation 3.85) 

Now with use of Equ3.79 volumetric flow rate of water can be obtained: 

�́Ó ! �� Ó� ¿��=1.67 �0.004 = 0.00668    �� �:B}  =0.24 CFM 

In this step which is the last step by using (Equation 3.85) which shows relation between 

diameter of a pipe and its volumetric flow rate and the pressure difference between two 

ends of pipe humidifier pipe diameter can be easily predicted [47]: 

�́Ó ! ·�w��������÷������2�J÷����                                                                             (Equation 3.86) 

In which GÓ�;��=1000 is water density (8� ��} ), ��=101.320 (KPa) is the pressure in 

part “3” (Figure 3.44),��;���Ó�;�� is pressure of tap water (city water) which is around 

150 (KPa) [47] and A (��) is the cross section area of the pipe (�H³ � �<�). Finally after 

plugging all parameters in (Equation 3.85) the value for the humidifier water pipe would 

be around 4 mm. Thus, a tiny pipe with inner diameter for the humidifier in needed to 

create desired humidity between ranges of 0 to 95 percents. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MEMBRANE AND FABRIC SELECTIONS AND CHARACTERIZATIONS 

4.1   Membrane and Fabric Selections and Characterization 

A membrane is a thin and porous film made of polymeric, paper, clothe, etc. The best 

way to determine mass transfer rate mass resistance and evaluating effects of pore size on 

vapor transport and cooling phenomena is using of pores with straight shape. Membranes 

usually have circular cross section and are straight too (Figure 4.1). Furthermore, they 

have different diameters from 0.1 to 14 μm. To have an exact result in testes material of 

the membrane should be homogenous.  

 

Figure 4.1. A scheme of a membrane with circular cross section. 
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Properties and material component are two features that mostly porous material like 

membranes and fabrics are classified with. In the (Table 4.1) Nano-porous materials 

classification has been shown. There are several kinds of the membranes such as Teflon 

membrane, anodized membrane, track-etched membrane and etc which each of them 

have specific characterization and are made of different materials but in this project 

specifically have been talked about track-etched membrane and fabric [49]. 

 Polymeric Carbon Glass Alumino-
silicate 

Oxides Metal 

Pore Size Meso-
macro 

Micro-
meso 

Meso-
macro 

Micro-
meso 

Micro-
meso 

Meso-
macro 

Surface 
area/Porosity 

I�0.6 0.3-0.6 0.3-0.6 0.3-0.7 0.3-0.6 0.1-0.7 

permeability Low Low High Low Low High 
Strength Medium Low Strong Weak Weak Strong 
Thermal 
Stability 

Low High Good Medium- 
High 

Medium- 
High 

High 

Chemical 
Stability 

Low- 
medium 

High High High Very 
high 

High 

Cost Low High High High Low- 
medium 

Medium 

Life Short Long Long Long Long Long 
 

Table 4.1. Nano-porous materials classification [49]. 

 

4.2     Track-etched Membrane (TEM) Properties 

Membrane has a several kind of properties which exploration of each of them helps 

using membrane in the right test and place and also causes developing membranes 

quality. 
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4.2.1 Flat Surface 

One property about track-etched membrane (TEM) is being flat and leveled. This 

property comes from the polymer thin film which is used to make TEM. Those polymer 

thin films are essentially flat so the manufactured membrane would be leveled too. Being 

flat has two benefits. First of all would be proper when a test specifically evaporative 

cooling test is run since a smooth membrane is certain for this kind of test. With a 

curvature surface definitely wrong result would be achieved since one important 

parameter to find mass resistance in head space (Equation 3.54) is Z which is distance 

between membrane upstream and upper level of the water that must be constant and 

having different number of Z causes incorrect result (Figure 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.2. Membrane should be flatten to have excellent result during an evaporating 
test. 

 

Secondly, having a flat membrane would be valuable under the microscope since if the 

membrane has curvature surface images from the SEM won’t be exact due to different 
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height of membrane refer to the horizontal as finding exact diameter for the membrane 

won’t be possible (Figure 4.3). 

 

Figure 4.3. Uneven surface for the membrane causes different number for Z. 

 

4.2.2 Adsorption Capacity 

Adsorption capacity is a property of membrane which is controlled by surface area, 

surface chemical nature, and pore size. These mentioned properties can control how 

much adsorbents can be build up by per unit mass of adsorbents. Absorption in 

membrane has relation with permeability and it changes by sort of membrane, pore 

diameter, thickness, temperature and pressure. Mostly membranes have a high adsorption 

capacity. For instance, for a membrane with pore diameter of 30 nm in pressure of 7 bar 

the water flux is 5.3 (���� ��� � �� � ~�³�} ) and for a membrane with pore diameter of 

100 nm in pressure of 0.3 bar the water flux is 15.8 (���� ��� � �� � ~�³�} ) [50].  
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4.2.3 Selectivity 

Selectivity depends on the pore size, shape and distribution. Furthermore, related to 

the nature of the adsorbing elements. For multi elements combination selectivity is 

extremely preferred for taking apart. 

4.2.4 Pore Size 

Pore size of the membrane is determined during manufacturing process and usually is 

between 0.1 to 14 μm. Due to, wide range of size, membranes can be applied for several 

purposes [50]. Another effect of the pore size on membrane is management of the pore 

density or porosity. Porosity is the ratio of porous material, to its bulk density. Also, 

toughness and strength of the membrane can be affected by pore structure. 

4.2.5 Thin Thickness 

The membrane, especially TEM have a so thin thickness around 20 μm. For instance, 

the membranes used in this project have a thickness around 22 μm. Being tiny for the 

membrane has some benefits and disadvantages. They can be used for sensitive tests 

which being small would be one the vital necessity. For example, the chamber used in 

this project has a depth of 3.40 mm which is very small so if the membrane has a big 

thickness, base on the water that can be added in the chamber which its volume is too 

small having a good test of mass transport through the membrane couldn’t be possible 

and this is one of the advantages for tiny membrane. In the science each useful thing can 

have disadvantage or bad effect beside its profit and it is the same for membrane. Having 
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tiny thickness when makes problem that a thermocouple is going be installed on the 

membrane or a membrane is going to be put on the chamber. Due to being tiny epoxies 

easily can damage the membrane or thermocouple wire can tear it (Figure 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.4. Due to tiny thickness that membrane has working with would be difficult and 
easily by applying small load on tear. 

 

4.3    Preparation of Track-Etched Membrane  

There are some methods to prepare track-etched membranes. One of them is using 

high energy particles and another method is chemical. A good example for the chemical 

method is growing of GaN in a substrate [52]. To produce track-etched membrane high 

energy particles are needed and to create them usually cyclotron source is used to 

accelerate and give energy to those particles. With usage of the cyclotron, high energy 
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particles with almost same energy level of each other could be created so tracks created 

by this method would be the homogenous. After using this modern method residual of 

radioactivity will not stay on the membrane. Then, etching process would be the next step 

and is transitory the tracked film through a chemical small pools to have pores with high 

accuracy in size diameter and length. 

4.4    Membrane Dimensions 

The track-etched membrane dimensions are needed to be used in Fick’s law 

(Equation 4.1). 

�� ! (����������D�������� ��G]  G��                                                                            (Equation 4.1) 

In this equation A is inner area of the chamber, #/�/� is Diffusion Coefficient in 

membrane, G]is density in portion 1 in which water vapor starts going and G� is the 

density in portion 2.��/�/ is porosity and �/�/ is tortuosity of membrane. A membrane 

has two useful parameters which are needed for mass transfer rate formula (Equation 

4.1). First of all, thickness of membrane is important .To find the thickness micrometer is 

used (Figure 4.5) and the method to reach to the thickness is: Firstly the membrane is 

folded once then the thickness is measured and then the measured number of thickness 

should be divided by number of layers which here is two for first folding and the result 

would be the thickness of the membrane. But since the membrane is very soft and thin 

definitely more layers are required to have an exact result. Thus, each time membrane 

should be folded more. 
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Figure 4.5. A folded membrane measuring by micrometer. 

 

After folding for several times with increasing of layers number, some different results 

for each time of folding could be achieved. Finally after getting average of all thickness 

results a precious number of membrane thicknesses would be obtained that can be found 

in (Table4.2). 

Number of 
Layers 

Micrometer Value 
(mm) 

value of Thickness (mm)= Micrometer 
Value (mm)/ Number of Layers 

2 0.045 0.0225 
4 0.092 0.0230 
8 0.183 0.0228 
16 0.363 0.0226 
32 0.695 0.0217 

Average Value of Thickness =0.0225 (mm)
 

Table 4.2. Result of samples thickness by Micrometer. 

 

As it mentioned average form the result of the thicknesses is needed which comes from 

following relation: 
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Real Membrane Thickness (mm) = Average Value of Thickness (mm) ± Accuracy of 

Micrometer (�oVo= Real Membrane Thickness (μm) = 22 ± 0.2 μm) 

Thus, now �oVo�is calculated which is the real membrane thickness to use in the mass 

transport rate formula (Equation 4.1). There is a thickness from the factory for this 

membrane that about 47 mm but at it is clear there is big difference between them and 

that’s way doing measurement should be done before the test. Another significant 

parameter of membrane is pore diameter. It usually should be given by the manufactured 

company but if a membrane with unknown pore diameter is available the best way to 

obtain the pore diameter is using SEM. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is an 

electron microscope which create a 3-D vision on a cathode-ray pipe with moving a ray 

of centered electrons across an sample and scanning the electrons scattered by the sample 

and the secondary electrons created by it (Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.6. The scheme of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
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SEM brings bright, exact and 3-D images of small material in both color and black and 

white way.  

4.5    Membrane Porosity 

Porosity is one feature of materials the lets liquid or gas seep through them. Its 

measuring rate is between 0 to1 and is dimensionless. Mostly to find about porosity of a 

membrane or fabric the best way refer to that material catalog that comes from the 

factory but there is a simple method to calculate porosity of membrane or fabric 

specifically here track-etched membrane. Principal of this method is compression density 

of desired membrane (G/�/) with density of its bulk material that is available from any 

handbook (GJF1O). Here the selected membrane is the 1.2 μm track-etched membrane 

which made of Polycarbonate. To calculate the density of membrane volume and its mass 

is needed that mass can be obtained from a sensitive scale (Mettler Toledo ™). Also from 

data in the part 4.3, volume can be calculated by (Equation 4.3). After that from the 

following equation porosity of desired member can be achieved that is very close to the 

real porosity of the membrane: 

� ! J���JKL�La�)                                                                                                     (Equation 4.2) 

In this project a 1.2 μm track-etched membrane was used that has 0.02466 (g) mass and 

its volume is: 

� ! H³ � �� � �oVo ! H³ � µÈ � ~��� � ���ÈÈÊ � ~��� ! ���u~ÄÊ���     (Equation 4.3) 
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So base on the density formula (G ! /à  ) the density of the membrane would be         

G/�/= 348.044 6P/2 . Since the 1.2 μm track-etched membrane is made of polycarbonate 

so its density easily can be found which is around 1200 6P/2 [53] and as it mentioned 

above from (Equation 4.2) porosity of the membrane would be: 

: ! Ü_`_Ü	klma¸M  = �³Ã��³³]���  = 0.29 or 29 %                                                            (Equation 4.4) 

4.6     Compatibility Determination of New Epoxies and Membranes 

One other vital thing in this project is compatibility between membrane and epoxy 

(Figure 4.7). As it has been mentioned before installation thermocouple on the membrane 

is very important in evaporative cooling test since it is important to occupy only a tiny 

part of the membrane to have excellent result. Occupation of large area on the membrane 

causes less transportation of water vapor through membrane. Thus, a minute volume of 

the epoxy should be used to keep thermocouple on the membrane so that epoxy should 

perform so well on the membrane and should be strong enough to remain thermocouple 

on the surface because if it doesn’t work properly, by a gentle force on thermocouple 

wire both thermocouple wire and epoxy will be removed from membrane surface (Figure 

4.8). 
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Figure 4.7. In photo “a” occupied area by epoxy is big and is not reasonable for test but in 
photo “b” epoxy just occupied tiny area on the membrane which is proper for test. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. In this scheme as it is obvious water vapor transmission rate is in B is less 
than A since epoxy occupied more area on the membrane surface and it causes having 

less accurate results. 
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A part of this project has been allotted compatibility between epoxies and membranes. It 

is very informative to be recognized which epoxy works with which membrane since due 

to selecting wrong epoxy two difficulties might be found. Firstly, membrane may be 

eaten by wrong epoxy due to chemical properties of both materials (Figure 4.9). 

Secondly, epoxy may not strong enough to keep thermocouple on the membrane that the 

recent property depends on chemical properties of both membrane and epoxy (Figure 

4.10). As a result, in this chapter compatibility of some epoxies and some membranes has 

been considered to find which kind of epoxy is proper. 

 

Figure 4.9. Epoxy can be removed easily from the surface of the membrane if they are 
not chemically competitive. 
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Figure 4.10. Epoxy can eat easily the surface of the membrane due to chemical structure. 

 

The selected membrane are consisted of 1.2 μm track-etched membrane, pure 

LLDPE, LLDPE+1% 1803, LLDPE+1% MLS and LLDPE+1% 1803+1% MLS. Linear 

low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) is a long linear chain with short side branches. The 

short side chains avoid crystalline configuration. This causes polymer does not reach to a 

high density around 0.91-0.94 g/cm^3 [54]. They have linear carbon-chain copolymers of 

ethylene with higher Alfa-olefins like butane and hexane. The methods to produce 

LLDPE are solution or gas-phase copolymerization. Because of the linearity in chains 

LLDPE are stronger against tensile, tear and crack but unlike LDPE (low-density 

polyethylene) has poorer surface shine and gloss. LLDPE has a wide field of usage such 

as electrical insulation, food wraps, and pipes and so on [55]. 
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Properties Value 
Density (� ���} ) 0.918 

Tensile Strength (MPa) 33 
Tensile Elongation (MPa) 690 

Young Modulus (MPa) 210-250 
Melt Index (� ~� �:B} ) 2.0 

Dart Impact (g) 110 
Puncture Energy (J/mm) 60 

 

Table 4.3. Linear low density polyethylene LLDPE properties [54]. 

 

1803 ™ or EXXELOR VA 1803 ™ is commercial name of the maleic anhydride 

functionalized elastomeric ethylene copolymer. It is included formless ethylene 

copolymer functionalized with maleic anhydride. If 1803 ™ is combined with 

commercial polymers like polyamide due to its amorphous feature shows resistance 

against impact at very low temperature. Furthermore, because of the well-soaked 

characteristic demonstrates weatherability at high temperature and during oxidation [56]. 

Some properties of the 1803 ™ have been shown in the (Table 4.4). 

Property Unit EXXELOR VA 
1803 ™ 

Melt flow rate (2.16 kg/230 °C) g/10 min 3 
Melt flow rate (10 kg/230 °C) g/10 min 22 

Density g/cm^3 0.86 
Glass transition temperature °C -57 

Volatiles % 0.15 max 
Color Yellowness Index Pellet 25 max 

 

Table 4.4 EXXELOR VA 1803 properties [56]. 
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1803 ™ has some important applications in material sciences. For instance, it makes 

compatibility among further polar polymers (polar polymer is such a polymer that can 

have an interaction with maleic anhydride) and polyolefin. Moreover, if 1803 ™ is added 

to commercial thermoplastics, can adapt the impact property of those combinations [56]. 

Another component which has been added in the samples is MLS that is abbreviation of 

montmorillonite layered silicate. Usually Silicates are employed as strengthening in the 

nanocomposites. A good example for layered silicates is MX (Al4-xMgx) Si8O20 (OH) 

4, which X is the amount of isomorphous replacement and M is a monovalent cation. As 

it is mentioned MLS is used to reinforce the nanocomposites and usually there are three 

results of combination between MLS and nanocomposites respectively phase separated 

(immiscible), intercalated and exfoliated. These combinations create base on 

nanocomposites preparation and MLS essence [57]. Apart from reinforcement, after 

adding MLS into the nanocomposites some other properties such as impact strength melt 

behavior, heat distortion temperature, viscosity and melting point change. For instance, 

adding some percentages of MLS (1%-5%) causes increasing HDT (heat distortion 

temperature), impact Strength, viscosity and shear rate (Table4.5) [58] 

 

Composition Viscosity (Pas) Shear rate (S_1) IS (Jm_1) 
LLD 10479.0 1.847 143.0 

LLD+1% Nanomer®  10779.0 1.803 192.8 
LLD+3% Nanomer® 10949.0 1.768 212.9 
LLD+5% Nanomer® 11169.5 1.733 208.4 

 

Table 4.5. Mechanical properties of Nano-composites. 
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As it declared a portion of this project is evaluation of epoxies compatibility with 

membranes. First tested epoxy was a combination of resin and hardener under trade mark 

of ACE Extra Time Epoxy ™. After adding the epoxy on the membranes usually it lasts 

around four to five hours to be dried. Base on the experiments this epoxy is compatible 

with all membrane included LLDE expect 1.2 μm track-etched membranes which it 

would be removed easily from the surface by applying a diminutive load (Figure 4.11). 

Furthermore, the surface of the 1.2 μm track-etched membrane has been eaten by ACE 

Extra Time Epoxy ™ due to chemical reaction which it means this epoxy cannot keep the 

thermocouple on the membrane. Second used epoxy is a combination of resin and 

hardener with trade mark of LOCTITE WELD ™. After adding this epoxy on the cited 

membranes and base on the results this epoxy was compatible with none of the 

membranes and after drying with a small volume of the force it would be removed 

(Figure 4.12). Third selected epoxy is a mixture of resin and catalyst which its 

commercial name is OMEGA BOND 100 ™. It conducts thermal properly and is 

electrical insulator and so resists oils, solvents and most acids and works to 130°C 

(265°F) but its effect wasn’t fine on all membranes. From the (Figure 4.13) is clear that it 

is removed easily from all membrane with the combination of LLDE and eats the surface 

of the 1.2 μm track-etched membrane.  
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Figure 4.11. In photo a, b, c and d which are a combination of LLDE have a good 
compatibility with ACE Extra Time Epoxy ™ but in photo “e” which is 1.2 μm track-

etched membranes as it clear membrane has been eaten by epoxy. 
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Figure 4.12. In all photos as it is clear the LOCTITE WELD ™ epoxy has been removed 
by a small force from surface of the membranes. 
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Figure 4.13. In all photos which are included LLDPE OMEGA BOND 100 ™ epoxy has 
been removed by a small forced from surface of the membranes but in the photo “c” 

which is 1.2 μm track-etched membranes as it is clear the membrane has been solved by 
epoxy. 
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The last epoxy is again a mixture of resin and catalyst but with different chemical 

components. Moreover, its commercial name is OMEGA BOND 101 ™ and its 

properties are the same as OMEGA BOND 100 ™ and with two differences. Firstly, it 

can be used to 130°C (221°F) and secondly thermal conductivity of the OMEGA BOND 

101 ™ is higher than OMEGA BOND 100 ™ that definitely would be better to remind a 

thermocouple on the membrane. The OMEGA BOND 101 ™ was only compatible with 

the 1.2 μm track-etched membrane. In the other word no eating effect and no weakness 

against applied forces saw which means is proper to use connecting thermocouple wire 

on the membrane. Effect of The OMEGA BOND 101 ™ on the other membranes 

involved LLDPE wasn’t apposite since this epoxy makes a weak combination on those 

LLDPE membrane and the wire easily could be removed (Figure 4.24). The summarized 

results of all epoxies and membranes have been shown into (Table 4.6). 
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Figure 4.14. In all photos as it is clear the OMEGA BOND 101 ™ epoxy has been 
removed by a small forced from surface of the membranes except in photo “d” which is 

1.2 m tracked-etched membrane. 
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 ACE Extra 
Time Epoxy  

LOCTITE 
WELD  

OMEGA 
BOND 101  

OMEGA 
BOND 100 

Pure LLDPE C NC NC NC 
LLDPE+1% 1803 C NC NC NC 
LLDPE+1% MLS C NC NC NC 

LLDPE+1% 1803+1% 
MLS 

C NC NC NC 

1.2 μm Track-etched 
membrane 

NC NC C NC 

Fabric (Defender  750) C C C C 
 

Table 4.6. The summarized compatibility results of membranes and epoxies. ”NC” means 
that specific epoxy and membrane aren’t compatible and “C” means that specific epoxy 

and membrane are compatible to each other. 

 

4.6 Fabric Properties and Dimension 

Another material used for evaporative cooling test in this project is a fabric which its 

commercial name is Defender ™ 750 with Shelltite ™ finish and ASTM is used it for 

(Figure 4.15). Defender ™ 750 is presented by ASTM as a specific experiment technique 

"Standard Test Method for Thermal and Evaporative Resistance of Clothing Materials 

Using a Sweating Hot Plate" (Test Method F 1868-02) to determine breathability that is 

the flow of heat (N 
�} ) and humidity to the atmosphere. Defender ™ 750 is made of 

1005 Nomex-III-A ® manufactured by �O©P-�xy company [59]. Nomex-III-A ® itself 

is made of 93% Nomex ® (type 462 which has the same properties with type 450), 5% 

Kevlar ®, and 2% P-140 ® [60]. 
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Figure 4.15. a: A photo of Defender ™ 750 under SEM b: Defender ™ 750 with Shelltite 
™ finishing which is used for evaporative cooling test [19]. 

 

Kevlar ® is made of aramid fiber and in the industry comes with the shapes like yarn, 

filament, thread and sheet. It has wide range of usage such as sealants, coatings, fiber 

optics, military, law enforcement and so on. For instance, one type of the Kevlar ® which 

is made by �O©P-��xy company is DuPont ™ Kevlar ® pulps that are used in car brake 

pads and gaskets. DuPont ™ Kevlar ® pulp after adding to other martial reinforce some 

properties of that specific material such as shear stress. Kevlar ® base on its structure that 

is highly fibrillated has some interesting properties such as high elastic modulus, low 

thermal shrinkage, high toughness and low electrical conductivity [60]. P-140 ™ that is 

used in Nomex-III-A ® combination for 2 % has is carbon fabric to create anti-static 

characterization to the Nomex-III-A ®. Nomex ® by DuPont ™ is a fiber that has 

resistance against heat and flam. Its structure is included aromatic nylon and can be 

created in two shapes fiber and sheet. It can be used in many fields such as airplane, 
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filtration and automotive. Nomex ® has high percent of mechanical strength with low 

weight that can be used properly in airplane industry like tail-fins and engine nacelles. In 

automotive filed it can be used in spark plug leads, inlet manifolds and radiator hoses 

[61]. Other important application for Nomex ® by DuPont ™ is its usage for firefighter 

cloths. Because of the some factors Nomex ® can be so useful in this area. Firstly, it is so 

light (five times lighter than steel) and thermally defensive so would be very comfortable 

to use. Moreover, since it is thick and also included carbon fibers so can protect porous 

media against heat and it decreases skin burn. As it mentioned Nomex-III-A ® by 

DuPont™ which is main material of the Defender ™ 750, material used in the 

evaporative cooing test, is included P-140 ™ (carbon fiber) and this can perform 

protection even at small humidity (less than 20 %) and it happens because of anti-static 

property of P-140 ™ (Figure 4.17). In addition, it has a good resistant against electric arc 

blast due to highly fibrillated (15kV arc blast) [62]. 

 

Figure 4.17. Nomex-III-A ® by DuPont ™ that is included P-140 ™ [62]. 

 

To find porosity of the Nomex-III-A ® this is the main material of fabric (Defender ™ 

750) knowing bulk density is needed and as it is obvious around 93 % of the Nomex-III-
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A ® is made of Nomex  type 450 ® so the density of recent material would be considered 

as a density of bulk material. The bulk density of the Nomex type 450 ® is around 1400 

8� ��}  (ü®n[�ãZoVÛ�úúú�§�Q) which to find porosity of the used fabric in this test should 

be compare with its density [63]. The density of used fabric (Defender ™ 750) in the test 

comes from measuring its dimension and its weight. For a specific part (rectangular 

shape) of fabric dimensions, mass and would be measured several times to find an exact 

result. Results of mass and dimension have shown in (Table 4.7) and (Table 4.8). 

 W (mm) L  (mm) T  (m)×10^-5 m (g) 
 7.22 16.14 60.162 0.02708 
 7.46 16.22 60.22 0.02709 
 7.3 16.55 60.12 0.02707 
 7.11 16.75 60.1 0.02692 
 6.93 16.27 60.25 0.02693 

Average 7.204 16.386 60.1704 0.02704 
STDEV 0.199324 0.255402 0.063959 8.52643� ~��Å 

 

Table 4.7. Fabric (Defender ™ 750) parameters. 

 

m (g) ×m (g) L (m) ×L (m) T (m) ×Õ �
� W (m) ×W (m) 
0.02704 8.52643� ~��Å 

16.386� ~��� 
0.255402� ~��� 

0.61704� ~��� 
0.063959� ~��� 

7.204�~��� 
0.199324� ~��� 

 

Table 4.8. The results of fabric (Defender ™ 750) parameters. 

 

The volume of the fabric comes from (Equation 4.5): 

V=ò �R � �          ��                                                                                  (Equation 4.5) 
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1 ! u�È�µ � ~��� � ~Ä�²�Ä � ~��� � ��Ä�~u � ~����= u��µ�²Ê � ~��� �� 

And its propagation uncertainty is shown by (Equation 4.6): 

×1 ! u��µ�²Ê � ~���� w@��]����³�]�a2Î���³�]�a2 A� i @���ÅÅ³���]�a2]Â��ÃÂ�]�a2 A� i @���Â��Å��]�a2��Â�]Î�]�a2 A�      

×1 ! u��µ � ~�����                                                                                     (Equation 4.6) 

Finally, with that number, the density of the fabric and its propagation uncertainty can be 

obtained. 

üRTÖW¬v ! /à  = ����Î�³�]�a2Î��³Ã�Å�]�aÇ� ! 383.2    8� ��}                                               (Equation 4.7) 

×üRTÖW¬v ! üRTÖW¬v � w�$ÝÝ �� i �$oo ��                                                            (Equation 4.8) 

×üRTÖW¬v ! ²�²�È � w� Î�Ã³�]�aÇÎ��³Ã�Å�]�aÇ�� i �Ã�Å�Â³��]�aÍ����Î�³ �� = 42.7  8� ��}  

The last step is calculation of the porosity that as it mentioned in part 4.4 for the 

membrane comes from (Equation 4.4) and its uncertainty propagation from (Equation 

4.9): 

:RTÖW¬æ ! ÜS¦jeø#Ü	klmaTd_`äaUUUaÌ�Q  = �Ã���]³�� 7 0.27 or 27 % 

×:RTÖW¬v ! :RTÖW¬v � w�$ÜS¦jeøVÜS¦jeøV �� i �$Ü	klmaTd_`äaUUUaÌ�QÜ	klmaTd_`äaUUUaÌ�Q ��                           (Equation 4.9) 

×:RTÖW¬v ! Èu � w� ³��Î�Ã����� i � ]³�]³���� = 4% 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Porous media has a wide range of usage in most part of the science so having their 

properties such as thermal mechanical properties are necessary to apply them better. By 

evaporative cooling apparatus used in this thesis, some significant thermal properties of 

the porous media such as diffusion coefficient and intrinsic mass resistance can be 

obtained and calculated. By use of this system we would be able to compare the result 

from the experiment and the result from the theory. The sample used in this these is 

Defender ™ 750 with Shelltite ™ finish made of 1005 Nomex-III-A ®. Four evaporative 

cooling testes have been done with mentioned sample. One of those tests is open chamber 

and has no propos media and in the other testes the number of the fabric increases (the 

thickness of one layer is 0.58�= ����Ê � ~�����). All conditions and inputs such as 

properties of the gas flow over the fabric, heat flux applying by heater (400� Ú/>�) for all 

tests are the same. 

From the experimental data and analytical data we have diffusion coefficient of  

È��t= ²�u~ � ~��Â �� �}  for fabric Defender ™ 750 with one layer by 17%-20% 

fluctuations from the theory,  Èu��= µ�Ê � ~��Â �� �}   for fabric Defender ™ 750 with 

two layers by 6%-14% fluctuations from the theory and Èµ�t= µ�~ � ~��Â �� �}  for 

fabric Defender ™ 750 with three layers by 13%-16% fluctuations from the theory. The 
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range of the fluctuations from the theory is acceptable for this kind of test that is 

dependent to many parameters to run and control.  

Another result of these tests is related to the intrinsic mass resistance of the fabric 

Defender ™ 750 with Shelltite ™ finish. Since the thickness of the fabric increases so the 

mass transport rate decreases so the mass resistance should be increased too. The intrinsic 

mass resistances of Fabri-1L, Fabri-2L and Fabri-3L are respectively 104=10.2 s/m, 

154=23 s/m and 206=26 s/m which clearly shows that results of the experience are 

proved the theory and it means the apparatus works reasonability. Moreover, since the 

mass transport rate increases with increasing the thickness so the water surface 

temperature and headspace pressure increase with increasing the thickness (Table 3.10). 

Also in this thesis some components of the apparatus has been redesign and rebuilt. An 

electrical air compressor with the CFM of 1.66 has been specified for system and also a 

heat exchanger has been upgraded for system to work properly. Furthermore, a 

humidifier has been designed completely since the current one does not have to dry the 

gas flow. The humidifier is included a tiny pipe with diameter of 4 mm to inject water 

into the main brass pipe to create the humidity over the porous media. The tiny pip is 

ended to a flow meter that its CFM should be around 0.24 and the flow meter is ended to 

tap water to apply the pressure. 
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